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INTRODUCTION

The National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) coordinates FEMA's operations and
resource support during incidents. The mission of the NRCC and RRCCs is to maintain
situational awareness of ongoing operations and emerging events that have the potential to
require federal resources. If federal support is required, the NRCC and RRCCs identify,
mobilize, deploy, and coordinate these resources as needed to support the state governments or
other federal agencies (OFAs). To carry out this mission the NRCC is comprised of the
following sections: Situational Awareness, Planning Support, Resources Support, and Center &
Staff Suppo1t.
The National Response Coordination Staff (NRCS) provides national-level support to incident
management by directing and integrating Federal efforts to identify and deploy requested
resources to support the affected region(s). The Resource Support Section (RSS), within the
NRCS, performs resource management functions for Federal incident responses. The RSS
ensures that emergency response personnel at the incident have the supplies, equipment, people,
facilities, and services they need to respond to the incident effectively. The RSS is composed of
the Resource and Capability Branch (RCB) and the Order Processing Group (OPG). The RSS
provides Regional-level support to IM by directing and integrating Regional and National efforts
to identify and deploy requested resources to support the affected incident(s).
By developing, and following, a centralized order processing and tracking system- detailed
further below and based on the Single Point Order Tracking (SPOT) concept- the RSS works to
address incident resource needs in a timely and efficient manner. During Federal disaster
operations, numerous departments, agencies, and organizations are involved in the coordination
and provisioning of critical resources. These resources may include: emergency teams or
personnel; supplies in the form of predetermined Initial Response Resource packages and other
interagency "push" packages; commodities; or equipment. Such resources may also include
aiding in supplementary financial assistance. The RSS analyzes and anticipates resource
requirements, coordinates the effective issuance of support, tracks items of support from origin
to delivery, and streamlines the process for the provision of resources.
This guide outlines the procedures the RSS staff uses to request, approve, source, transport, track
and deliver resources in support of disaster operations.
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Figure 1: RSS Structure
•

RSS Chief (RSSC)
The Resource Support Section Chief ensures coordination with interagency
representatives and partners and oversees and maintains accountability for the receipt,
validation, and processing of resource requests. The RSSC reviews and approves
resource request forms, mission assignments, task orders, contracts, purchase orders, and
purchase cards and as appropriate delegates approval authority to other staff members.
The RSSC also communicates resource management issues and status to the Chief of the
NRCS or RRCS.

•

Resource and Capability Branch Director (RCBD)
The Resource and Capability Branch Director serves as the central point of contact for
the Region, private sector and private nonprofits regarding the provision of resources.
The RCBD manages, coordinates, and supports activities of assigned ESFs, resource
providers, and sources to include mass care, operational support, emergency services, and
infrastructure assets functions in support of the requirements. The RCBD also reviews
requests and identifies sources to fill all validated requests and provides resources and
capability requirements for support plans.
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•

Group Supervisors
The Group Supervisors coordinate with each ESF agency in their group to provide
assistance for communities and coordinate the development of statements of work for
assigned requests. They serve as the primary point of coordination for: tasking;
implementation of plans; decision support; priority management; and requirements
gathering. They also advise the RSSC regarding requests for assistance and supervise the
staff assigned to their group.

•

Individual Assistance Group
The Individual Assistance Group provides coordination of resources and develops
sourcing approaches to provide life-sustaining services, including mass care, emergency
assistance, housing and human services in support of incident requests. This group
administers those items that fall under the purview of ESF 6 primary and support
agencies (including mass care, emergency assistance, donations, human service's needs,
and small business administration actions), as well as ESF 11 primary agencies (e.g., U.S.
Department of Agriculture-specifically developing Regional approaches related to pet
sheltering and evacuation or agricultural issues) and support agencies.

•

Emergency Services Group
The Emergency Services Group develops sourcing approaches to meet emergency
services' needs (e.g., law enforcement, firefighting, search and rescue, medical, etc.) and
Federal lifesaving and life-sustaining activities identified by the Region. In the
development of the sourcing approaches, the Emergency Services Group coordinates the
activities for agencies fulfilling emergency support function (ESF) 4, 8, 9, 10, and 13
roles. The Emergency Services Group also: manages priorities and coordinates Regional
requirements and plans with each ESF primary and support agency in the Emergency
Services Branch, reviews status reports, assists ESF primary and support agencies in
preparing mission assignment (MA) documentation, and provides personnel to serve as
project officers for MAs assigned to work with ESF primary and support agencies.

•

Infrastructure Assets Group
The Infrastructure Assets Group provides coordination of resources and develops
sourcing approaches to meet infrastructure needs (public works, engineering support,
etc.). This group addresses Regional requests for removal of debris to facilitate the entry
of emergency workers and the evacuation and return of the public. In addition, this group
addresses Regional requests for the restoration of public and private nonprofit facilities.
The Infrastructure Assets Group coordinates activities of Regional ESF 1, 3, and 12
primary and support agencies to provide infrastructure assets and situational awareness as
required by the incident.
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•

Operational Support Group
The Operational Support Group provides coordination of resources and develops
sourcing approaches to meet operational response needs (logistics, air assets, military
support, communications support, etc.) identified by the Region. When developing
sourcing approaches, the Operational Support Group coordinates with multiple agencies
including: nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the private sector, and other partners.
The Operational Support Group provides support to incident-level disaster operations by
coordinating with the Regional Administrator (RA), the Chief of the RRCS, Unified
Command Group (UCG), and RSS to determine a State's needs. The Operational Support
Group also: coordinates with agencies fulfilling an ESF 2 role to assist in restoring public
communications; and coordinates with ESF 7 primary and support agencies and the
General Services Administration (GSA) to provide logistics planning, management, and
sustainment capabilities by developing Regional requirements in conjunction with State,
tribal, and local emergency managers/planners.

•

Transportation and Movement Coordination Group (TMCG)
The TMCG coordinates and tracks the movement of commodities, equipment, teams, and
personnel supporting incident management operations. The TMCG also synchronizes the
utilization and scheduling of all transportation resources, so that those resources can
continually provide maximum support to incident operations in the face of a dynamic
environment, characterized by continuously changing conditions, needs, and priorities.

•

Incident Support Base (ISB) Group
The Incident Support Base Group is responsible for maintaining the status of resources in
the ISB and providing material, services, and personnel support necessary to initiate and
establish ISB operations. The ISB Group, through the use of existing automated and
manual systems, maintains the status of resources in ISBs and Federal Staging Areas
(FSAs) and reports the status of resources to the RCB for inclusion in NRCS situation
reports and briefings. In addition, the ISB Group coordinates ISB/FSA support th.rough
the deployment of teams, services and equipment necessary to establish ISB or FSA
operations during surge and response. Once the ISB is designated as an FSA, and when
the RRCS or Joint Field Office (JFO) is capable of assuming the mission, the FSA
support function will shift to the supporting Region or JFO.

•

Order Processing Group (OPG)
The OPG processes orders based on the sourcing method identified by the RCBD. The
OPG accomplishes this by completing the paperwork necessary for the determined
sourcing method and by acquiring the necessary approvals to execute the order. Various
methods can be used to source an order including: mission assignment, outside contract,
direct acquisition of resources, or by ordering available resources.
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•

Comptroller
The Comptroller is part of the OPG. The Comptroller manages, monitors, and tracks all
Federal costs relating to the incident and the functioning of the NRCC while adhering to
all Federal laws, acts, and regulations. In addition, the Comptroller provides guidance to
ensure that funds are provided expeditiously and that financial operations are conducted
in accordance with established laws, regulations, and standards. The Comptroller also
serves as the financial advisor to the Chief of the NRCS.

Watch Steady State
The National and Regional Watch Centers are responsible for maintaining situational awareness
and ensuring that in the event of an incident, no notice or notice, the transition from a steady state
to an NRCC or RRCC activation is properly executed.

Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process
When an event or incident occurs that requires FEMA suppmt, FEMA uses a Centralized Order
Management and Tracking Process to leverage a wide range of assets to support the incident
quickly and effectively.
The NRCS and RRCS utilize a Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process to support
incident management operations by identifying, acquiring, and deploying the necessary assets
from across the Federal government, private sector, nongovernmental organizations, and other
strategic partners. The complexity of this support process requires the NRCS and RRCS to
closely coordinate with each other and ensure that resources are not duplicated. The Centralized
Order Management and Tracking Process helps ensure that everyone involved has the same
situational awareness on the status of resources being provided.
The Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process are composed of the WebEOC Crisis
Management System (CMS) and the Logistics Supply Chain Management System (LSCMS) for
ordering and tracking. WebEOC CMS provides transparency throughout the entire resource
request process for all FEMA, Federal, State, Tribal, and strategic partners who have access to
the CMS to regardless of location. Questions concerning the status of a request or resource can
be quickly researched, verified and updated in WebEOC regardless of whether the request
originated in WebEOC or LSCMS.
Track Request

Track Order

Figure 2: Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process
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Although the WebEOC Crisis Management System (WebEOC CMS) is the current system of
record used by FEMA for resource support, the backbone of the processes described in this guide
are the interactions among the incident support and incident management personnel. Actions in
WebEOC assist NRCC personnel in accomplishing their jobs, but confirmation of actions and
requests must still be done person-to-person.
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Figure 3: Resource Request Process
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Step 1: Create Request
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Figure 4: Create/Receive/Review Request

Requests can be generated internally by the NRCS, Emergency Support Function (ESF) partners,
Task Forces, or externally by the Regional Response Coordination Center (RRCC) and the
Incident Management Assistance Team (IMAT) located at the Initial Operating Facility
(IOF)/Joint Field Office (JFO). Internal and External requests are created in WebEOC using the
Resource Request Tracker Board.
Requirements normally come through an RRF, LSCMS system-generated Customer Order (CO),
or FEMA Form 143-0-2 (Request for Supplies, Equipment, Services, Personnel, and/or Teams).
Verbal and e-mail requests may also be taken, but must be entered into a resource system of
record to be processed.
All required fields on the RRF must be completed. If the request has a cost share requirement, it
must be validated and signed by the state/tribal nation in coordination with the RRCC, or
IOF/JFO. If the request does not have a cost share (Federal Operational Support), validation by
the state/tribal nation is not required, but it must still be coordinated with IOF/JFO.
The appropriate Group Supervisor is responsible for ensuring all requirements are correctly
entered into the Resource Request Tracker Board in WebEOC CMS, so all RSS and incident
management elements have visibility over requirements.
*Exceptions to the Normal Request Process
Verbal MAs are expedited, internal requests from FEMA, or NRCS leadership that are
made directly with Other Federal Agencies (OFAs). These verbal MAs are followed up
with a Memorandum for Record (MFR) of a Verbal MA; this serves as documentation of
the request for the OFA, and is used to enter the request into the Resource Request and
Tracker Board (RRTB) in WebEOC for tracking and processing.
Internal requests for NRCC activation of ESFs and other partners are considered
validated and approved by the NRCC Operations Order but still require an RRF to track
associated costs.
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Step 2: Review Request
Internal Requests
Requests created within a group at the NRCC are routed to the Group Supervisor for review of
completeness, validity and/or duplication. If the request is valid it is forwarded to the RCBD for
further review and action. If the request is not valid or is a duplicate, the Group Supervisor can
reject or cancel the request. In the event the Group Supervisor is not available to process the
request the RCBD can at any time assume control of the request in order to take appropriate
action.
The focus of the RCBD when reviewing requests is strategic. The RCBD monitors the request
process and looks across the groups to consider best solutions for sourcing, transportation, and
prioritization across all resource and capability requests. In some cases the best sourcing
solutions may include splitting orders between sources, and using nontraditional resources such
as volunteers, in lieu of mission assigning an agency or using contractual workers. Orders may
be split between sources to meet a delivery date, or as a result of a shortage of resources from
another source. Throughout the process, the RCBD also ensures proper inter-group coordination
and that the request has been routed to the proper group(s) within the RSS. The Group
Supervisor who has been assigned the order, also coordinates with other RSS groups for
potential linkages, such as transportation, financial and contracting.
*Exception

NRCC created Task Forces may submit resource or capability requests through the
associated group supervisor for the Task Force. Each Task Force will be paired with an
RSS group for resource processing assistance and their requests will be processed the
same way as internal ESF requests.

External Requests
Requests should not come directly from a state/tribal nation to the NRCS, but rather should flow
through the RRCC or IOF/JFO in the form of an RRF. In the rare instance a state/tribal nation
has a request and the RRCC and IOF/JFO is unavailable, the request will be processed by the
NRCS RSS.
Requests made in LSCMS sent from outside the NRCC will not be reflected as an RRF, but
rather continue through the LSCMS chain until approved by the field entity, usually the RRCC.
Once approved, the requests will be entered into the WebEOC Resource Request Board (RRB)
for tracking and visibility for all NRCC positions.
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Step 3: Source Request
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Figure 5: Source Request
The main tasks in this step include: analyzing sourcing options and developing a sourcing plan.
The sourcing plan will identify the best available source using the factors of capability, capacity,
timeliness and cost. Sources may be FEMA organic capabilities, an MA to other federal
agencies or via an Interagency Agreement (IAA), contracting, FEMA personnel deployment and
through volunteer sources.

FEMA Inventories/Resources
When the requirement can be fulfilled using FEMA inventories/resources, the sourcing RCB
Group and supporting FEMA element, will process the request and update WebEOC. Many
logistics requirements can be fulfilled through FEMA resources and are ordered directly through
the Logistics Supply Chain Management System (LSCMS). When the requirement cannot be
fulfilled using FEMA inventories/resources, the customer order is routed to the Order Processing
Group (OPG) to be mission assigned (see section/appendix for mission assignment process) to
the appropriate federal agency, to be procured through Acquisitions/Contracting or through the
Individual Assistance Group (IAG) Voluntary Agency Liaison Unit Lead (VAUL). T he
Comptroller, OPG will ensure the funding, mission assignment and procurement status are
updated in WebEOC CMS.

Non-Inventory Resources
For requirements that are not a part of FEMA inventories, the responsible Group Supervisor will
take all necessary actions to identify, source, and ensure appropriate funding to fill requirements.
This includes initiating mission assignments, eCAPS funding documents and as necessary,
personnel deployment actions when teams, or personnel are involved. T he Group Supervisor, if
necessary, will coordinate with the OPG for order fulfillment and ensure the sourcing plan is
updated in the WebEOC CMS resource tool.
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•
•

•

The OPG, including finance and acquisitions, will only accept requirements validated by
the responsible Group Supervisor and/or RCBD, or the RSSC or RSS Deputy (RSSD)
If OPG Acquisitions determines an OFA is the lead for a specific acquisition action, the
OPG Mission Assignment Unit will initiate the MA, based on the validated requirement
The responsible RSS Group will not initiate any acquisitions related actions, including
those occuning under an IAA, unless written approval (hard copy or signed RRF) by
OPG Acquisitions has been received

If due to capability, capacity or timeliness issues, the designated RSS Group cannot fill the
requirement, the Group Supervisor will notify the RCBD. The RCBD will work to determine
alternative internal, or external, sources and assign the requirement to the appropriate group. If
the requirement cannot be met, the RCBD will advise the RSS Chief (RSSC), prior to
submission to the Planning Support Section (PSS).

Transportation
All requests involve transportation of some form and a valid request must identify if
transportation is required (i.e. sourced by the RSS Transportation Movement Coordination
Group (TMCG) or will be provided through another source (i.e. ESF 8, Health and Human
Services, securing the commercial air movement of Disaster Mortuary Operational Response
Team (DMORT)/Disaster Medical Assistance Team (DMAT) teams).
The TMCG monitors the WebEOC Resource Request Tracker Board to coordinate, de-conflict,
or simply track transportation requirements, while the owning Group Supervisor sources the
resource request.
Tracking and Notification
The Resource Tracker within the Resource and Capability Branch (RCB) maintains visibility,
and monitors the status of all resources ordered from source through delivery by the use of
automated reports and by coordinating with all RSS Group Supervisors.
The RCBD will also, at their discretion, notify the RSSC of any request that warrants higher
level attention or oversight.

*If the RCBD cannot fill a needfilled or in the requested timeframe, the RSSC/RSSD and PSS
Chief (PSSC) will be not(fied to determine a course ofaction.
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Step 4: Approve Request
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Figure 6: Approve Request
The fo urth step of the process once the source for the request has been identified is approval by
the RCBD. Once approved the request is automatically forwarded within WebEOC to the
Resource Tracker board for funding, ordering and delivery tracking.
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Figure 7: Order Resource
The OPG or other designated RSS group executes the orders after the appropriate approvals are
obtained in FEMA's financial systems (e.g.: Enterprise Coordination and Approval Processing
System (eCAPS)), and acquisition system (PROTRAC).
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Within the RSS , the OPG, Operational Support Group (OSG) and IAG conduct national-level
resource ordering and procurements.
The OPG is responsible for Acquisition/Contracting actions, oversight of Mission Assignment(s)
to other federal agencies and FEMA Personnel deployments. After processing acquisition
requirements and sending MAs and 146-0-2s to partner agencies, the OPG updates the WebEOC
Resource Tracker and forwards the order to the appropriate Group Supervisor for action.
The IAG, through the V AUL, coordinates resource fulfillment with its volunteer partners.
The OSG, through the National Assets Unit Lead (NAUL), processes FEMA-owned
commodities through LS CMS and coordinates the issuance of mission assignments to other
federal partners.
For FEMA logistics resources, the OSG sends the distribution order and Advanced Shipment
Notification (ASN) notification spreadsheet to partner agencies with instructions for the partner
agency to complete the spreadsheet and return it to the TMCG within 4 hours of receipt.
The TMCG will track the ASN notification spreadsheets sent to partner agencies and ensure the
spreadsheets are returned and uploaded into LS CMS. The TMCG schedules movement for
LSCMS and some non-LSCMS requirements. The Resource Tracker uses LSCMS reports and
other tracking tools in WebEOC CMS to ensure completion of the order fulfillment.
If due to capability, capacity or timeliness issues, the OPG or TMCG cannot process the order,
they will notify the RCBD and annotate the status in WebEOC. The RCBD will work with the
appropriate Group Supervisor to determine alternative solutions.

Order and Sourcing Sub Processes
Logistics Supply Chain Management System (LSCMS) Process
LSCMS Customer Orders (CO) are entered into the system by the requesting element and
received by the National Asset Unit (NAU) in the Operations Support Group (OSG for approval,
coordination, and sourcing. The National Asset Logistics Specialist (NALS) receives these
requirements, reviews the CO for completeness, feasibility, and other key elements of
information that may require additional coordination before approval. The NALS serves as the
level 1 (initial) approver for the CO. Upon level 1 approval, the CO is automatically routed to
the Asset Specialist for level 2 approval and sourcing. If the order is fulfilled completely
through organic inventory at a FEMA Distribution Center (DC) or a Staging Area (!SB/FSA),
the TMCG will plan and execute transportation requirements as defined by standard load
configuration. A shipment will be tendered and accepted by a canier. The DC or !SB/FSA will
ship commodities in LSCMS after they have been picked up by the can"ier. Shipments will be
received in LSCMS by the !SB/FSA after they have arrived.
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If a CO is sourced by the NAU through external sources such as partners and vendors, the
process is the same except the TMCG will not move the resource.

Mission Assignment (MA) Process
The Mission Assignment Unit staff w ill primarily focus on the Resource Tracking Board in
WebEOC for receipt and processing of approved and completed requests.
Initial Step s:
•

The M A S taff will filter the RTB by "Source" to identify all "MA" requests to begin
processing requests sourced as mission assignments. The MAUL/Mission A ssignment
Specialist (MASP) will initiate the MA process through eC APS, by copy and paste
method from W ebEOC to eCAPS. After the mission assignment has been routed for
approval and funds obligated in eCAPS and the Integrated Financial M anagement
Infornrntion System (IFMIS), the M AUL/MASP will then upload the final obligated
(IFMIS stamped or signed) mission assignment back into the appropriate request in the
RTB and update information accordingly

•

If an approved request, in the RTB is not completed or issues have been identified the
M AUL will return the request back to the RCBD for more information by selecting the
status of "Request Additional Information" in the RTB under the "Update Tracker"
button and add supporting comments

MFR for Verbal Mission Assignments
•

•

Group Supervisors/Branch Directors w orking with Agencies, submitting a MFR for a
Verbal M A, will be expected to submit a request through the RRB and upload the
approved M FR to the appropriate request for accountability
The MAUL/MASP will create a new MA in eCAPS to generate an M A number to place
on the MFR and follow standard MA processing procedw-es

Contracting
The Contractin g and A cquisitions Unit Leader (CAUL) focuses on the RTB for receipt of
requirements in need of their attention, i.e. items that need to be purchased from a commercial
entity or an assisted acquisition from one of our partners via an Interagency Agreement. Once
the requirement is received via the RTB, A cquisitions will inform the Order Processing Logistics
Specialist (OPLS) to create the funding document (Form 40- 1) and begin the sourcing or
competition process that will identify which vendor will be able to s upport our requirement on or
before the Requested Delivery Date (ROD). If a requirement is received by Acquisitions outside
of W ebEOC, the CA UL will reach out to the Order Processing Group Supervisor (OPGS) to
en sure its validity and then consult with the proper Group Supervisor to ensure the request ends
up on the RTB.

Deployment Tracking System (DTS)
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Deployment of staffing resources takes place through DTS, which identifies and deploys
available resources to fill positions required for an incident. The system automatically notifies
responders and tracks them throughout their deployment experience.
Voluntary Organizations
The FEMA Voluntary Agency Liaison Unit Lead (VAUL) coordinates with the National
Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (National VOAD) and through the Regional
Voluntary Agency Liaison (VAL) and the State VOADs, to assist in identifying resource needs
and shortfalls encountered in disaster affected areas. T his information is usually obtained via
State VOAD conference calls, put into the individual organizations' situation reports, then
submitted to the RRCC/NRCC. The VAL or Mass Care Specialist at the RRCC may ask for
support from the NRCC VAL or Mass Care counterparts for a Mission Assignment for the
Corporation for National and Community Service to help augment capabilities with
volunteer/donations management, shelter/feeding support, mucking/gutting, blue roofing, and
other tasks. These requests are coordinated with the NRCC MAUL.

Step 6: Deliver Resource - "Order Complete" Notification Provided and Transportation is
Coordinated
Move/Track/Deliver Resource
NRCC Requestor

ESF, OFA or TF

MCC
{moves ilnd t r.i1cks resource)

GS and ESF/OFA
(trilck rnource in
WebEOC
Resource Tracker)

(marks request complet e)

RRCC Request or

RRCC, IMAT or JFO
(marks request complete)

Tr.ansponatlon
Movement Coordination

(TMC) Specialist
Ground

TMC
Specialist

TMC
Specialist

Air

Maritime

Marks Request
Complete
State or Tribe Requestor
(marks request complete)

Figure 8: Deliver Resource
Step 6 is where everything comes together. The approved resource/capability request has been
funded and transportation codified.
For FEMA commodities, LSCMS will send a system alert and notify the transportation
specialists that a transportation action is needed.
For non-FEMA resources, the OPG will notify the TMCG via the WebEOC resource tool, or via
e-mail that transportation is either required or not required.
The TMCG coordinates and tracks movement of commodities, equipment, teams, and personnel
supporting incident management operations, until they are checked-in at an incident or as
determined by the respective Group Supervisor. The TMCG monitors, and as required,
synchronizes the utilization and scheduling of all incident support transportation. TMCG
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maintains close and continuous interaction between those who plan and execute incident
management and incident support operations.
The TMCG determines transport infrastructure limitations via coordination with DOT and
assesses resource receiving, processing, and throughput capabilities. The TMCG gathers and
analyzes national-level transportation requirements. The TMCG coordinates and resolves
national-level transportation issues through the national resource movement schedule in s uppo1t
of national priorities. In addition, the TMCG tracks and reports national-level movements; data
Movement Coordination Center (MCC) personnel use to create, maintain, and monitor execution
of a master movement schedule in close coordination with the rest of the RSS; Federal, State,
tribal, and ESF partners; and non-governmental organizations.

Tracking Requirements in WebEOC
RRFs are tracked from request through fulfillment in the WebEOC RRTB. The requests are
monitored by the RCBD, Group Supervisors, and Resource Tracker to ensure they are
progressing through the process. An RRF is considered complete when the requested resource or
capability is received by the requester or IOF/JFO. From the initiation of the request through
approval of the request by the RCBD, visibility of the request is maintained through the RRB.
Until approval, the RRF is still a request and no commitment has been given. After the request is
approved by the RCBD, it enters Step 4 and is posted to the RTB in WebEOC. The appropriate
Group Supervisor and the resource provider are responsible for tracking the approved resource
through delivery and confirming with the requestor that the request has been fulfilled before
closing it out in the RTB.
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ACRONYM LIST

ADD:

Automated Deployment Database

ASN:

Advanced Shipment Notification

CAUL:

Contracting and Acquisitions Unit Leader

CO:

Customer Order

DC:

Distribution Center

DMORT:

Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Team

DMAT:

Disaster Medical Assistance Team

DTS:

Deployment Tracking System

eCAPS:

Enterprise Coordination & Approval Processing System

ESG(S):

Emergency Services Group (Supervisor)

ESF:

Emergency Support Function

IAA:

Inter-Agency Agreement

IAG(S):

Individual Assistance Group (Supervisor)

IFMIS:

Integrated Financial Management Information System

IGS(S):

Infrastructure Assets Group (Supervisor)

IMAT:

Incident Management Assistance Team

IOF:

Initial or Interim Operating Facility

ISB:

Incident Support Base

JFO:

Joint Field Office

LSCMS:

Logistics Supply Chain Management System

MA:

Mission Assignment

MAUL:

Mission Assignment Unit Leader

MASP:

Mission Assignment Specialist

MCC:

Movement Coordination Center

MFR:

Memorandum for Record

NRCC:

National Response Coordination Center

NRCS:

National Response Coordination Staff

NALS:

National Asset Logistics Specialist

NAU(L):

National Asset Unit (Leader)

OFA:

Other Federal Agency
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OPG(S):

Order Processing Group (Supervisor)

OPLS:

Order Processing Logistics Specialist

OSG(S):

Operational Support Group (S upervisor)

PSS(C):

Planning Support Section (Chief)

RCB(D):

Resource Capability Branch (Director)

RDD:

Requested Delivery Date

RRB:

Resource Request Board

RRCC:

Regional Response Coordination Center

RRF:

Resource Request Form

RRTB:

Resource Request - Tracker Board

RSS(C)(D):

Resource Support Section (Chief) (Deputy)

RTB:

Resource Tracker Board

SAS(C):

Situational Awareness Section (Chief)

SITREP:

Situational Report

TMCG(S):

Transportation and Movement Coordination Group (Supervisor)

VAL:

Voluntary Agency Liaison

VAUL:

Voluntary Agency Liaison Unit Leader

VOAD:

Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters

WebEOCCMS:

WebEOC® Crisis Management System
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APPENDIX 1-1: SAMPLE RESOURCE REQUEST FORM
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURl1Y

O~ .B. No. 1fi60..0002

Federal Em ergency Management Agency
RESOURCE REQUEST FORM ( RRF)

Expiredlq 31, 2017

PAPERWORK BURDEN DISCLOSURE NOTICE

11"5 llllm IS Kllrm"BI ID a'Mage 20 nmutK per ~ ~ tullen es:l'na!:e lndllcles Ille tine b ~ lllSllUl:l0nli,
61:.a rt/irg em~ m ~ 9llhe.~ .ina ~ r g ine needecJ c1aa, and ~
e:ng in! ,w,f:::ng 11\6 ram TI1IS 00Ce::tlon r1 ttomialloo 11; reqJt"ed 10
ClOlall « relilln benea.. You .n 1101 ~ 10 rsponO 10 ~ cor.:ec:ta1 011 lnl'c m\T.on lllleii • ~16 a valid 0MB corr.llll IU1'Clef. Sena c:omren11
tegll'Clng the ::Jif:anCf ac :IM! cuiie;n ~ and a n y ~ ltlr redldlg Ms tudE!I 10: l'llllrn\T-011 C(llle(t)005 ~ Depar.nenl OI HOrne1;nl
serutl), FeOc_r.11 5mergenc:y ~ HJEOO!, 500 C Street, !m. W3Qlncjlm. DC 20472-J100, Pap.MM R~<lll ~eel (168)-()IJ47j. NOTE: Do
not NIICl your cornpl9t«I lllrm to
acl!haa.
l'lllllC repa1ng llUlJerl b

L REQUESTING ASSISTANCE (To be ~ ! r d by Request«)

3.PhooeNo.

1. Requester's Name {Please prirrl

2.. Tille

4. Requester's Ol-gariz.nln

5. FaxNo.

16. E-Mal Adctess

ll. REQlESTING ASSISTANCE {To be con1)1eted by Requestor)
1. Oe5criplicn of Requested Asslstanc:e:

13.Priority

2. Olaltity

r

L._~rg

H91

I

UfeSustamg

l

5. Delivery S1e LDcalion

Nurmi

4. Dall! and Tme Needed

6. Ste PoTit of c.onract (POC)

7. 24 Hour Phlne No.
Q. State .Pq,roving Officlal ~narure

110. OJte and Tme

II. SOURCING THE REQUEST· REVIEW/COORDINATION (Oper.ioons Section Only)
2. Sooroe:
1.

r
r

.,.....

r

OPS Review by.
LOG Relliew by.
Olher Coordnalior

r

Olher Coordnabon:

r

Olher Coonfuali,,,,

4 linnediara Aaion Re!Feci

r

r

a. Fax No.

3.

Assigned IIX

Oonalions
Olher (Exj:hn)
~ibons
f'rocu'ement
lnteragenc:y /qeanent

ESFJOFA:
RSFIOFA:

01her.

MssionAssig!vneni

Yes

r

Date/Time:

No

r.t. STATEMENT OF WORK (Operations Section Only)
1. OFA .Acl!a1 OFl0Er

2 24 I-bur Phone#

3. Fax#

4. fEMA Pro;ed Manager

5. 24 I-bur Phone#

6. Fax#

r

7. StY.emen: of~

;:,eeAaacneo

IQ. Estimated eost

8. Estim:r.ed ~Elion Date
V. ACTION TAKEN (Operalion.s Sec6on Only)

r

~ed

!

Rejected

r

Re<JJeswr NOlified

Reasai I Disposition

FEMA FORM 010-0-7
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RESOURCE REQUEST FORM (RRF)
TRAOONG INFORMATION (FEMA Use Only)
Program CodelEvmt #

ECAPSINEMIS Task ID:

INSTRUCTIONS

Items ai 1he Resclurce lwqJest f0ITn lhal .ve nae speaflcaly listed ift s e : f ~. ~ ·see aaached" in any field far Mich adortional
space or more infcnnaticn is reqwed.
I. \l\ho is requesmg assistance? Corrflleted by requestDr.

IL Vitia! ~ 10 be done? Con,pered by requester.

~

The requester's ;nirity, wnch may cfi::a- frcm 1he ;nirity in SOX Ill.

~

The person at the delivery s..~ ooortfrutllg recepbon and u!ilizalion at the ~ rescm::es. ~ oontac:1 in'cnmton

req.ued.

( 1) Slate and local governments c.R10I peffom\ nor c:onlraCt for 1he perfum,ance at lhe ~ wen;
(2) Wlllt is recpred as a result of the e\lel\t, no< a ~ cond:1ion; and
(3) The State IS pltMirlg the required assuraooes fCUld in 44 CFR. Sed:lon 206.20B.

Ill Adion ReY!l!w'Cocrdinatian (OPS Seam Use Orly):

~ by 1he Operaiic:m Sec:lion

Chief or Rescuce Capability Branch Director.

AQcw.,Rgjea· Operations Section Chef or Resouce Capablity Branch Diredcr accepts or rejects the request pnMde reason r. rejectjon. If
wtto ~ . i..e., Branch Direc:IDr.; or GnJt4, SUpefvisor.;, begins ID detennne bes1 means d fuaing ~st. All
i'lYCIYed 11 oocrdina1ion shOldd check api:r0pliate box and initial or priri their name.

request aocep-.ed, ooonlnaces

Assigned ar Opera1ions Section Chief or Rescut:e Capallility Branch Director as.svis lasts ~ o n. may indicate 1he OFA Adion OF.icer.
Operations Section Chief may also indicate !he Aaion OfflCEf If kncr,w\, or tasted org;inization may make dis assignment. Th.s may be
Emergency Support Fin:tx>n, 111temal FEMA ()-gan:zalitn [Le.; Logistics). or oths organizalion.
lla".E/Time Assiqled: 0pErations Section Cl1lef or Re50l.m! Cap,ailey ~

rv.

areaor prt>'<'idesdate and 1me al w h e n ~ should be:gn.

StatemeJ'II ct Wort (OPS Seolion Use Only): Carpeted by 1he Operaoons Seclion Chl6 or R.escurce Capabfly ~ CiredDr

OfA Ac:;rim Offirec: Ops Section CITEi obtans from OFA if reque5t fulfiled by a MA: 24-hr phonelfax ~

ired. ln.'amaton USE<! 111 eCAPS.

FEMA Projea tquger; Provided by Operations Section Oie!; a Aegon PFT; 24h: phonelfax required. h'ormacon used i, eCAPS.
Sitf'JHtt qf Wm; Desai~ ~ bs&s to be pe,bmed. Goud be 10 assess a prtlblem and fe$l0l1 back. or cxud be ;o pioc:eed with a spec.iic
actia\. If 40-1 or 1M. dis goes in "just:'ication" tab r, eCAPS.
V. Aclian Taken (OPS Seaion Use Orly): ~eted by Operaoons Sediorl Chie', ReSOIRe Capability Branch Diredcr, MA Unit or Logistx:s.

Besm::re Bemest Re:sw:s; Ops Section Chief. Resotroe Suppon Secborl Clief. MA lN, or LOG sh:Juld i-ome what type at doarnent the
ac1ion resli-.ed in by ·cttect~ the ~ : e box i.e .. MUIJJal Ad. Donalions. ~isitlon, ~ IA. MA. Other. I' "Olhe!" is seiected
respoose or state ·see below" and gve detal description in "Cisp:!Sit,on. field. "Disposi1ion" f'leld sholAd ncte s1eps taken iD
OOff'lllete lhe fv:lal, and personnel,, ~laslted agencies, ~ ancl ocher res«rces utilized.

u,,e in appoprir.e

TRACKING INFOIWATION. Canpleted by fv:lal Tracter. ~red ror all requests.

FEMP. FORM 010-0-7
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APPENDIX 1-2: SAMPLE

FEMA FORM 143-0-1

DEPARlMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
REQUISITION FOR SUPPLIES EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, PERSONNEL AND/OR TEAMS
TYPE OR PRINT AU ENTRIES LEGfBL.Y - S.. IMU'UC00m on Page 3
DESCRIPllON OF REQUEST

(Inch.do mol<•. modoL - - """ . . . - . ponc,mo!Mom, ..,....lp.c,i-

r

IL PRKlftlTY (0-k OM)

LIFESAVING

r

r

LIFE SUSTAJNING

. hq,l-. n ~ b l o)

HIGH

r

QUANTITY

Additional Info Atbched

5.

6.

7.

UNITOF

ESTIMATED
UNIT COST

TOTAL
ESTIMATED COST

MEASURE

7.J.• Sub-Total Thd P ~

NORMAL

9. ADOITIONAI. INFOftMATION (c1Mt-.iirlonNlicn on"OOho!"bolowMtd/01 allM:h mandxwyNq.....,_, SON, - . MC.•
~ f o r m s . bids/quotes.) lndJde. OOl'1LJCI riomutionfor pot,ential vendor{s) andotherpertn?ntirrfornution.

r

PAGE 1 OF

..

3.

2.
ITEM
NO.

DATE PREPARED

r

7b. Estmated Grand Total

lnducfino Continu;ition
~

Potential Source(s) / Vendor1s)

1 7A+7A page 2

Omo<
11. DETA ILED JUSTlfK::ATION (Attacri Ml)arat. efl.Nt If l9q1'n0)

11. 0-. ttemfServic,e. Required

112. Request ed By

1'3.

I

14. ~ c h A J n i t &/or ~ Aru

Ph0ne I(•)

IN ACCOROAHCEWITHF'EMA MANUAL 11S-7-1, All.. ITEMS CONSIDERED ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY'WD.1. BE PROCESSED BY ™E LOCAL.APO PRIOR TO ISSUANCE..

15. Derrver T o

115>. Roclplonr, H>mo

I15o.

15b. Rec:i.,._nt's Addtns and E-M~I Addrus

1G. Supv./Br.Jrdl Dir. Approv.al O.n.

17. Log Chief/ Second Line-Apprn'all Date

18.. FarunceJFurm Approv.;t,1 ~ e

Sign.m.a-e

S~ture

Signan..-e

PrintNMM

Print NarM

Prinlll>mo

Roclpont's PhoM No.

FOR LOGISTICSIORDERING UNIT USE OM.Y

121. Refet"enc:e

19. ~ 1 1 1 1 e 143-0-1 Received

20.R~By

22. EstimKad IWiw,y Da• / Tam.

23. Logistics Ontor T ~ Nwnbo< (LDlW)·

FEMA Fonn 143-0-1 Sept 2010

RSS Resource Request Procedures
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APPENDIX 1-3:
SAMPLE FEMA FORM

146-0-2 (FORMERLY 40-1)

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Federal Emergency Management Agency
REQUISITION AND COMMITMENT FOR SERVICES AND SUPPLIES
See lns:ruaions on Rever.;e (Failure to ~.elcoadin.:rte all items

may resufi in processing delays) I, r

Document Control No.:

(location)

r

(Pro Trac)

1. Program Office (Office symbol, builq -'lld room no.): 2 . Contracting Of!icers T echnic.11 Rep.-esenutive (Name and
telephone no.):

3 . Date ct Request

15.Total Estimated Cos~

4. Estimated Period ct Perfcrnunce/Da:e R~ined:

II. Deliver To: Name (office symbol. buiding no... if different 1han item 1):

7. Suggested SouQe(s); (Name. address. contract. telephone no.):

r

r

SI-op to P ~ Pr0perty & Management Services Sedio<>

Attached

8. Project TrtlelOesaiption of Supplies, Equipment and/or Se<vice (For suppies indicate ftem'model/stoci< number, ttem name, quantity, unit
price and amount • Altach an addr.ion.>I sheet. ~ necessary):

9. List of Allaclvnents:
~

r

-

Scope/Statement of Work
P r ~ Eval~tion Criteria
IndependentGoverrvnent Cost Estimate

r

Contr.ict Security Classification SpeciflGltioo
(DD Form 254)
Recommend.lion for othef th.n Full and
Open Competition
Other (specify):

r
r

Government Property

Reports and Data

10. Re!Ef'enol'S:

r

Amendment/Modification To

r

Procurement Planning Sheet
(FfMA Form 40-19)Control No.

-

Classified Documents

r

Other (specify):

PD:

11. J u ~ ( A t l a c h an adcition.>I sheet. if necessary):

12. RetEf'enol'S

13. Apprc,,,a1s • Admiristrative (Suppl~ and Equipment):

ll!D
Conn-acting Officer's Technical Rep,esentatiYe

a-:>
Immediate Approval

Date

~
Program Head

--

Date:

ConUc:t:
14. Fundrog::

Fims in !he amount at.

Date

are hereby c:e<tiliecl avaiLlble and reserved..

Date

Cenifyng Officer

~

a.:>
Odi@,- Coordination

PEf'SOrull Property & Management Services Section

Date

~

Olhe< Coonlin.31ion

-=>

Date

Date

15 . Assignme,it

Conlracbng Assistanl/Offioer.

Tel"l)honeNo.

Date PR Recl!rled:

Contracl Specialist:

Telephone No.

Date PR Received:

FEMA FORM 145-0-2 (02/14)
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APPENDIX 1-4: SAMPLE MISSION ASSIGNMENT
OM. B. r1o. 1660-0002
ExpirN May 31, 2011

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECUR ITY

Federal Emergency Management Agency
MISSION ASSIGNMENT (MA)
PAPERV-t'ORK BURDEN DISCLOSURE NOTlCl:

N:ilic ~ng tuclen for !his folm is es1i'naled 10 average 20 rrinutes per response. The buden estinale includes lhe line for reft'Mng instructions.
seading ~ dal3 SOlrOeS, gathemg and m.lincanng lhe needed dala. and <Xlffllleting and su:mm.,g ctis tam. T h i s ~ a nfamalial is reqlll'!!d ID
dltlin or retain benefis.. You are not A!(JJftd ID respond m lhls ~ of inlormatlon IN!$ , dsp:JY!> a valid OMS cxnrol rumer. Send mnmenls
regarding 1he arnracy of lhe tuc1en E!SOT1.te and any suggesoons ror re<IJcing ns llurden ID· lnftlrm3bcn Cdlecliorls Mmagefnen!. Oepanmen of Homeland
Secuity, Federal Eme,gency ~ P{JmO/. fOO C S1ree. S.Y. Wa!hngtcn. DC 20472-3100, Pape,v,«k Rl!dudion Project ( 16e0-0047). NOTE: Do
not send y,x.- ~ form to this adcress.
TRACKING INFORMATION (FEMA Use Only)

I.
State

I Resource Reouest Number

Proaram Code'Eve-nt Number

II.

I Date/Tune Received

r

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED

See Ailaa1E<I

Assisl.lnoe Requested

Deivery Loc.r.ion

I

1•~ema1 Control l'bl1ber

Da:e/Time R~ired

lnr.iata1Re<Jues:.or N.ltne

24 Ho,.- Phone Number

Email Address

D a:e

Site POC Name

24 Heu- Phone Numbe<

Email Address

D a:e

IU.

INITlAL FEDERAL COORDINATION (Ope,ations Section)

Action to:

rv.

Ir
r

r

ESF # :

I

Other :

Date/Jime

RSF:

I

Priority

~

r

DESCRIPTION (Assigned Agency Action Officer)

r

L Lifesaving

2. Life sustaining r

3 . Hgh
4 .NcJfTrul

See .All.ached

Statement of Work

Your ~ ~ cyr.!' u:.:tff.kl~ ~ unrtqulcb:~ MA. bJ.:YJC:~iJt ~ :1:: >Mua:(y.» ~tlclut:s:~ t:l.f re.MAtD ~.;3,:h:Jl:h rr:tmtMlr~ :au ~. Ac:DU» CD.~ mu.~t al:.11t:1e pr:,~ m F'ElrAA n o
ia.::r tn.ln the th..Jd bu~:r.•e-u a~ a~ r:.c.S ~ encl d o~. lnfa--nat.on con be Wb"'Tlfn--d tz> =eMA.<>~ t ~.go.v. For WA blli":? :ano rel-..buc;er-:m lrdor- 31:lc.n, s,lea~e
'ftllC,tt,p:.s/ww's.~ :t.o o Y J f r e ~ ~Wlr~~~.:...mncr.

Assigned ¾Jer'q

r

Kewor

r

I Tora! Cost Estim.>1"'<i

Amendment to MA.# :

Estrnated Projected End Date

IT oral R-,;rPd ~ Oblio.nion Cvdo

1~#

ESF/OF.AJRSF Action Offioef'

V.

I

Projected Stan Date

IEmail

COORDINATION (FEMA Use Only)
Type of MA:

uired

-= ...

.......,...,. uperatJons ~ •
Su:e Share (0%)

State Cost Share (0%. 10%, 25%)

"'

Su:e Cost Share Percent

Fund CQ:jon: 20

-06-

SU:e Cost Share Amount S

XXXX-250

-D

Appropria1ion code: 70XD702

t.fission Assignment Manager (Preparer}

Date

" FEMA. Proiect M anaoer/Branch Direo:or (Proaam Acoroval)

Date

•'O:,mDCnJl!er/Funds Contn:,j (Funds ReYiewl

D.ate

FEMA. FORM 010-0-8
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1-5:

APPENDIX

SAMPLE TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION
11. AUTHORIZATION NO.

OFFICIAL TOY TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION
(Note: See Privacy Act Statement on reverse)
2. TRAVELER {first ns~. midd{einlial. la.st name)

3. TITLE

4 . SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

5. ADDRESS TO W H ICH REIMBU RSEMENT C H ECK

6A. OFFICE/SERVICE A N D D IVISION

6B. C ORR. SYMBOL

7. OFFICIAL DUTY STATION

8 . OFFICE PHONE NO.

WILL BE MAILED:

110.CATEGO RY

9. T Y PE

□ ORIGINA L
11. TRAVEL PU RPOSE (Check one)

□ S ITE VlSIT □ ::~:i~;TION □ !~:~N~~~CE □ ~::~~~.g_~ION □

□AMENDMENT

~~~:ii~z:

D SINGLE TRIP

□ ENTITLEMENT

□ LOA ( □ COST □ NO COST)

□ SPECIAL

OTHER
(Spec;fy)

MISSION

12. SPECIFIC TRAVEL PUR PCSE

13. AUTHORIZED OFFICIAL ITINERARY
NOTE· DO NOT include any personal sidetrips or modes of transportation that are for personal convenie nce a nd/or preference
DATE

WEEK·
DAY

(•)

(b)

I

I TINERARY POI NT

(c)
C ITY

STATE

PER DIEM RATE
ACTUAL M ODE OF T RANS.
M&IE
MAXIMUM TOTAL EXPENSE
BETWEEN
RATE
LODGING MAXIMUM RATE
ITINERARY PCINTS
(d)
(o)
(g)
(h)
(~

MODE OF LOCAL
TRANSPORTATION

Q)

I

FROM:

TO:

TO:

I

TO:

YES

NO

14. IS THE Efl'l'LOYEE MAKING ANY DEVIATIONS FROM THE AUTHORIZEO ITINERARY FOR PERSONAL CONVENIENCE, TAKING ANY
ANNUAL LEAVE OR USING A OIPFERENT MOOE OF TRANSPORTATION FOR PERSONAL CONVENIENCE? (lf"Y••·· txp~/11 /n nom22,
"REMARKS"/ (NOle: , ny deviotloM from the ,vtnor/zed llnemy requ~e• • comp,r,1/ve co" ,111ement on the SF 10f 2. rr&vel Voucher.)
16, IF AIR TRANSPORTATION IS THI! AUTHORIZl!D MODI! OF TRAVl!L lll!lWl!l!N ITINl!RARY POINTS, IS THE L OWl!ST PRICl!D CONTRACT
CARRIER Bl!ING USl!O lll!lW!l!N ALL ITIN!RARY POINTS? (WNO~ justify In hom 22)

1CS. IS l!XTRA l'ARI! AIR ,flrft cJ•u, bu&fneH clu,, fHc.) OR RAIL (Metroclub, pullm•rt, • tc.) AUTHORIZl!D7 (If "YES~, }unify in Item 22.)
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FORWARD
In anticipation of, or response to, a federally declared emergency or disaster, Federal assistance
is often needed to sustain life and to protect property. This Resource Request and Fulfillment
Process (RR&FP) Guide outlines common processes that States, ten-itories, tribal governments,
other Federal agencies (OFAs) and FEMA Managers use to request, source, obtain, track, and
provide Federal resource support.
It is through the RR&FP that FEMA works with State, tribal, and local governments; OFAs;
non-governmental organizations (NGOs); and the private sector to fully utilize the nation's
resources and take immediate actions to save lives, protect property, and meet basic needs in
anticipation of and following declared major disasters and emergencies. The Resource Request
Form (RRF), previously known as the Action Request Form (ARF), is the form used to request
Federal assistance.
This RR&FP Guide consists of a base document that provides a process overview, common
stakeholder responsibilities, and supporting appendices to aid FEMA RR&FP stakeholders in
preparing for and executing their roles. These stakeholders include the following: State and tribal
governments, OFA representatives, Statefferritorialffribal Liaison Officers (LNOs), incoming
Incident Management Assistance Team (IMAT) members, and the Regional Response
Coordination Staff (RRCS).
This guide provides implementation detail in support of numerous national and regional
documents including the National Incident Support Manual (NISM) and the Regional Incident
Support Manual (RISM) and should not replace hands-on training on FEMA's RR&FP.
This is a work product of multiple FEMA Regions, completed in coordination with RR&FP
stakeholders from both the RRCS and National Response Coordination Staff (NRCS). Questions,
comments, and suggested improvements related to this document are encouraged. FEMA will
revisit this guide as necessary to reflect changes in foundational doctrine and the use of
WebEOC as the RR&FP matures. Inquiries, information, and requests for additional information
should be directed in writing tofbl(6l
INRCC Manager~(bH6l

I

l(b)(6)

FEMA HQ Operations Division Director

12 February 2016
Date
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Purpose
The purpose of this Resource Request and Fulfillment Process (RR&FP) Guide is to:
■
■
■
■

Outline existing RR&FP processes at both the regional and national level.
Document the RR&FP to standardize RRF processing and equip stakeholders in carrying out
their responsibilities.
Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of RRF fulfillment during incident support (IS).
Provide information to enable untrained RR&FP stakeholders to effectively prepare for
incidents and aid in developing, submitting, receiving, tracking, sourcing, and completing
RRFs during an incident.

The target audience for this guide includes all FEMA Resource Support Section (RSS) staff and
other RR&FP stakeholders. This guide does not provide an in-depth overview of incident
management (IM) activities related to resource support; however, it does cover certain points
regarding coordination between IS and IM. For additional information regarding processes
mentioned in this document, please reference the foundational doctrine specified in the next
section below.

Background
The RR&FP is a critical component of response operations and the provision of Federal
assistance. As revealed by numerous after action reports, the combination of a documented
process and a system to implement/automate that process are critical elements for success.
This RR&FP Guide provides FEMA RSS staff and appropriate stakeholders with a procedural
document that serves as a common reference point, which provides details for the
implementation of the following guiding national doctrine and policies related to the provision of
Federal assistance:
■
■
■
■
■

NISM (January 2013)
RISM (January 2013)
Incident Management Handbook (IMH)
FEMA Mission Assignment Guide (January 2015 Operational Draft)
NRCS RSS Resource Request Procedures (March 2015)

Mission
The RSS staff will respond to resource requests in a timely and effective manner and effectively
provide capabilities to support States, territories, tribal governments, and federal partners in
response and recovery.
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Organization and Responsibilities
Local, State, territory, and tribal governments; OFAs; FEMA Regions; Headquarters; and
IMATs all have roles and responsibilities in resource request and fulfillment. The severity of an
incident and declarations status often indicate the level of government-local, State, or
Federal-that fulfills the requests for assistance.
Local emergency management agencies (EMAs) receive requests first. After exhausting local
resources and local mutual aid, they seek State-level assistance. W hen State, territorial, or tribal
governments exhaust their resources, they seek Federal assistance.

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
The Stafford Act authorizes the programs and processes by which the Federal Government
provides disaster and emergency assistance to State, local, territorial, and tribal governments,
eligible nonprofit organizations, and individuals affected by a declared major disaster or
emergency. The Stafford Act covers all hazards, including natural disasters and terrorist events,
plus it authorizes FEMA to process RRFs and release resources. Under the Stafford Act,
assistance for major disasters and emergencies is available only upon a disaster declaration by
the President. However, Federal agencies may provide preemptive support in a notice event
anticipating a Presidential Disaster Declaration. Lastly, the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act of
2013 amended the Stafford Act to provide federally recognized tribal governments the option to
request an emergency or major disaster declaration independently of a State or territory. Tribal
governments still have the choice to be considered part of a State's declaration request if they
wish.
When incidents reach a level of severity that falls within the provisions of the Robert T. Stafford
Act, this RR&FP Guide assists FEMA RSS staff and other stakeholders as they carry out
assigned roles in the provision of Federal assistance.

Non-Stafford Act Events
Not all incidents reach the threshold to receive a Presidential Disaster Declaration under the
Robert T. Stafford Act. Non-Stafford Act events include pre-event actions (under "surge"
funding), such as search and rescue, flood protection, health and welfare, etc. Additionally,
FEMA may be tasked with response activities for events that are not declared but that require
FEMA's expertise in consequence management (e.g. , National Special Security Events
[NSSEs]), international incident response (e.g., 2010 Haiti earthquake humanitarian relief effort),
or domestic response to a humanitarian situation (e.g., Unaccompanied Children (UAC) at the
Southwest Border). FEMA may also participate in loan/lease agreements with OFAs and
State/territorial/tribal governments as needed.

In other cases, another Federal agency- not FEMA- is appointed as the lead Federal agency and
may impose a number of different acquisition processes and procedures. In these events, a
"Request for Federal Support Non-Stafford Act" fou nd in Appendix 2, may be used to seek
Federal resources. T he cost provisions for this support are determined by the conditions of the
agreement. While this guide focuses on Stafford Act Declarations (e.g., Hurricane Sandy) and
7
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FEMA's RR&FP, the process described in this document can be, and has been, used in Non-Stafford Act incidents.

Classification of Federal Support
When Stafford Act declarations are made, FEMA classifies its support to State, local, territorial,
and tribal governments into two categories: IM or IS 1:
FEMA IM is incident-level operation of the Federal role in emergency response, recovery,
logistics, and mitigation. Responsibilities include: (l) the direct control and employment of
Federal resources, (2) the management of incident offices and activities, and (3) the delivery of
Federal assistance throughout all phases of emergency response, recovery, and mitigation. IM is
conducted using the standard Incident Command System (ICS) organization and protocols. A
Unified Command System (UCS), led by a Unified Coordination Group (UCG), accomplishes
FEMA IM at the incident level. IM staffing examples include the following:
Statefferritorial/Tribal LNOs, FEMA IMATs, and OFAs. On occasion, the Regional Response
Coordination Center (RRCC) or National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) assumes some
IM functions (e.g., during an international response, supporting an OFA, or during a Level I
incident prior to National IMAT deployment). For additional information regarding NRCC
resource fulfillment, see Appendix 7.
FEMA IS is the coordination of Federal resources to support emergency response, recovery, and
mitigation. Responsibilities include: ( 1) the deployment of Federal resources to support incident,
regional, and national objectives; (2) the provision of policy assistance regarding disaster
assistance programs; (3) the support of incident operations with expertise, information, and
guidance; and (4) the building and maintenance of a common operating picture (COP). IS is
accomplished using Multiagency Coordination System (MACS) principles and a MACS
structure. IS staffing examples include the following: RRCS and the NRCS.

The FEMA RR&FP process remains predominantly the same for staff executing IM and IS roles
in the Regional Offices or at FEMA Headquarters. Organizational levels may place emphasis on
select roles and responsibilities within the process. For example, the IMAT or
Statefferritorial/Tribal LNO works with the impacted State or tribal government to develop
requests and review its eligibility, the Region coordinates the fulfillment of the requests, and
FEMA Headquarters provides national assets to support the Regions, if requested. Effective
coordination between these organizational levels impact the quality and timeliness of the
provision of Federal assistance to disaster survivors. An effective method of coordination
between the NRCC and RRCC is through the sharing of the Regional Support Plan (RSP) and
the RRCS Situation Report (S itRep) crafted by the RRCS Planning Support Section (PSS). The
purpose of the RSP is to describe the mobilization of Federal resources to support the incident
from the regional level as needed. The RRCS RSS also coordinates with the NRCS RSS to
prevent deploying duplicate resources, especially during no-notice events when resource staging
may occur, by providing the RSP to the NRCS.

1

FEMA Incident Management and Support Keystone, January 2011
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Once an IMAT is operational (e.g., the Joint Field Office (JFO) is established), the RRCS begins
supporting the IMAT. The IMAT provides support directly to the State through the JFO. The
RRCC is responsible for assisting the IMAT to address any special resource requests it is unable
to acquire for the State.

Regional RSS Overview
Each of FEMA's 10 regional offices maintains an RRCC. The RRCC, when activated, are 24/7
coordination centers that expand to an interagency facility staffed by Emergency Support
Functions (ESFs) and the RRCS of which the RSS is a critical component. In anticipation of a
serious incident in the FEMA Region or immediately following an incident, the FEMA Regional
Administrator (RA) or designee will activate the RRCC in accordance with the appropriate
FEMA disaster level 2 to coordinate Federal incident response efforts. Typically, prior to
activation of the RRCC, FEMA's enhanced watch functions, described in detail below, will
provide the RA with critical information about the incident prior to a State of Emergency
declared by the governor of the impacted State/territory and/or a declaration by a tribal
government.
The RSS within the RRCC is the entry point for all resource requests. The RSS also closely
monitors the resource capabilities of the affected State/territory or tribal government and
anticipates any resource shortfalls to ensure IM personnel have the resources, supplies,
equipment, people, facilities, and services necessary to respond to the incident effectively. Close
coordination between the FEMA RRCC and the designated State/Territorial/Tribal LNO is
crucial to ensure FEMA maintains situational awareness of any impending resource shortfalls.
Coordination between the FEMA Region and the State/Territorial/Tribal LNO would occur prior
to the deployment of an IMAT, and before the Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) assumes
control of the incident.
Resource shortfalls may be anticipated well in advance due to FEMA's deliberate planning
efforts, pre-developed execution schedules, and by closely coordinating with the
State/Territorial/Tribal LNO prior to a formal request being developed. The
State/Territorial/Tribal LNO is coordinating closely with State/territory/tribal officials who are in
the best position to determine actual requirements. Federal resources may also be staged in
advance of a request to shorten the time for resource availability.
The RSS validates, prioritizes, and sends resource requests to the appropriate branches and units
with the section after coordinating with the ESFs and ultimately an IMAT, once deployed. Close
coordination between the NRCS and RRCS is vitally important, and both entities should identify
and work with their counterpart. Periodic logistics conference calls (also known as the RSS call)
between the NRCS and RRCS also ensure the strategies to meet the resource needs of the State,
teITitory or tribal government are coordinated and, by following a Centralized Order
Management and Tracking Process discussed below, these organizations work together to
address incident resource needs in a timely and efficient manner.

2

FEMA Regional Incident Support Manual, pg. 14
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Ultimately, the RSS within the RRCS provides regional-level support to IM by directing and
integrating regional efforts to identify and deploy requested resources to support incident
response. The RSS within the RRCS is composed of the Resource and Capability Branch (RCB)
and the Order Processing Group (OPG).

Figure 1: RRCC RSS Organizational Chart
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The role of the RRCC RSS is to:
■

Acquire and provide facilities for Federal resource staging and execute storage, staging, and
deployment of resources by coordinating with the IMAT, ESFs, and other personnel.

■

Assist in meeting requests for Federal assistance by coordinating with the IMAT.
Anticipate and define potential requirements to support IM personnel by reading and
reviewing the Incident Action Plan (IAP), when one is available.

■
■

■

Coordinate with the NRCS to prevent duplication of resources by providing the RSP to the
NRCS.
Prepare and approve mission assignments (MAs) by determining the resources needed to
accomplish the incident response and recovery mission.

What is a Resource?
A resource, as defined in the RISM, is all personnel and major items of equipment, supplies, and
commodities that are available or potentially available for assignment, and on which status is
maintained. Resources are described by kind and type and may be used in operational support or
supervisory capacities at an incident or at an Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
Examples of resources commonly provided by FEMA and requested by affected stakeholders
may include (1) emergency teams or personnel, (2) supplies in the forms of predetermined Initial
Response Resource (IRR) packages, (3) commodities, (4) equipment and (5) services. For
additional information regarding FEMA commodities, personnel, and external resources, please
refer to the RISM. 3

Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process
FEMA uses a Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process to leverage a wide range of
assets to support the State, territory or tribal government quickly and effectively. The Centralized
Order Management and Tracking Process details how to conduct IS operations by identifying,
acquiring, and deploying the necessary assets from across the Federal government, private
sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and other strategic partners.
In addition, the Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process helps ensure that everyone
involved has the same situational awareness on the status of resources being provided.
The Centralized Order Management and Tracking Process is composed of the WebEOC Crisis
Management System (CMS) and the Logistics Supply Chain Management System (LSCMS).
Both systems are used for requesting, tracking, and delivering resources in support of a response
operation. WebEOC is the FEMA system of record for the entire RR&FP. All FEMA staff use
FEMA's CMS-WebEOC-to receive, source, order, and track resource requests and their
associated resources. WebEOC provides transparency throughout the entire resource request
process for all FEMA, Federal, State, territorial, tribal, and strategic partners who have access to
the CMS regardless of location. Questions concerning the status of a request or resource can be

3

FEMA Regional Incident Support Manual pg. 119
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quickly researched, velified, and updated, regardless of whether the request originated in
WebEOC or LSCMS.
This guide does not replace hands-on training with the WebEOC system; in-depth training on the
system is outside of the scope of this document. Additionally, the backbone of the processes
described in this guide are the interactions among the IS and IM personnel. Actions in WebEOC
assist the NRCS and RRCS in accomplishing their jobs, but confirmation of actions and requests
must still be done person-to-person.

Transition from Steady State to Activated State
During normal operations, FEMA's Mobile Emergency Response System (MERS) Operations
Center (MOC) or a Regional Watch Center (RWC) monitors regional activity on a 24-hour basis
that may require Federal support. In six Regions, the RWC is responsible for providing Watch
functions; in the remaining four Regions, the MOC assumes these functions. The MOC and
RWC are responsible for maintaining situational awareness and ensuring that, in the event of a
no-notice or notice incident, the transition from a steady state to RRCC activation is properly
executed.
Once an incident begins to escalate to a level which may result in a Presidential Disaster
Declaration, the FEMA RA or designee activate the RRCC and other teams as necessary to
preposition Federal resources for immediate response. The RSS , within the RRCC, performs
these resource management functions for regional incident responses.
As the incident progresses, the State/Territorial/Tribal LNO and an IMAT, once deployed and
operational, coordinate with the affected State(s), territory, tribal government, RRCC, and the
NRCC to carry out the provision of Federal assistance through the RR&FP.
In a no-notice event, FEMA leadership in the Region will decide whether to "p ush" resources to
the disaster in consultation with the State, territory or tribe pending IMAT arrival. Pre-positioned
resources, provided ahead of a request will be delivered to a Federal Staging Area (FSA) until
the affected j urisdiction is prepared to receive those resource(s). If the requestor is prepared to
receive Federal assistance, those pushed resources are sent to the Incident Support Base (ISB) or
Initial Operating Facility (IOF) for distribution or assignment. Push items depend on the nature
and severity of the incident, recommendation of appropriate deliberate plans, and any needs
conveyed from the requestor.
Incidents resulting in an Emergency or Major Disaster Declaration will transition from the
RRCC to the JFO where the provision of Federal assistance continues using the RR&FP through
closure of the incident response and recovery efforts.

Types of Federal Assistance
Depending on who is requesting assistance, and w hether the assistance is for the direct support of
the affected State, territory or tribal government, requests for Federal assistance fall into one of
two categories:
12
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Federal Operations Support (FOS) - FOS is 100% federally funded. They are requests
submitted by FEMA leaders to prepare for or sustain the Federal response. They can also include
requests submitted by Federal agencies to FEMA for actions in support of the Federal response.
FOS examples include the activation of an OFA to staff the RRCC and pre-staging of resources
in anticipation of an incident. FOS can be provided pre- or post-declaration.
Direct Federal Assistance (DFA) - Requests in direct support of a State, territory, tribal
government, or local municipality are classified as DFA. The requestor must obtain the signature
of an authorized representative (e.g. State Authorizing Official (SAO)) because DFA requests are
subject to cost sharing provisions per the declaration and Federal Register Notices; this is
typically a 75% Federal and 25% State cost share.
An RRF is the formal method by which a State, territory or tribal government requests assistance
from the Federal Government. When an RRF is signed by the State Coordinating Officer (SCO)
for example, and a FEMA contract is used to fulfill the request, this can serve as acceptance of
the cost share provisions under the FEMA-State Agreement. If a Federal agency fills the
requirement, then a MA is issued and presented to the requestor for signature. Once the MA is
signed by the SCO or the Governor's Authorized Representative (GAR), the requester has
committed to accepting the cost share.
As a result of these cost sharing responsibilities, the State, territory or tribal government often
manage the Federal RR&FP in their organizations at the command level, where FEMA manages
this process at lower levels. Tribal government cost sharing provisions depend on their
declaration and grantee/sub-grantee status. DFA examples include the following: Federallyprovided debris clearance teams, shelf-stable meals, and water. DFA can only be provided
following a Presidential Disaster Declaration that includes the authorization for DFA.

Coordination prior to RRF Submission
Federal teams (e.g., FEMA State/Territorial/Tribal LNO, IMAT, and OFAs) often assist
requestors in developing requests for Federal assistance. Effectively scoping the problem helps
to identify the issues needing resolution rather than identifying a specific resource - which may
or may not be available - that is the perceived solution.
FEMA Region All-Hazards Plans, including Hazard Annexes and Threat Annexes, are used to
inform pre-developed execution schedules for staging resources and applying response
strategies. The FEMA Region establishes the initial strategic direction, which may include FSA
and staging resources and teams based on the projected magnitude of impact and the capability
of the areas to be affected. This resource staging jump starts the RR&FP by deploying resources
in anticipation of resource requests.
It has proven useful for FEMA teams to access State, territory and tribal government Disaster
Management Systems (e.g. , E-Team or Disaster LAN) to anticipate and monitor local and State
resource needs for identifying potential shortfalls which may result in requests for Federal
assistance.
Federal partners tasked by FEMA to support a State, territorial or tribal government request for
assistance coordinate their actions with Resource Capability Branch Director (RCBD) and/or the
13
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IMAT Operations Section Chief (OSC). This coordination takes place through the respective
Group Supervisor (GS) under the RCBD or Branch Director under the OSC; it is up to FEMA to
keep the requestor apprised of the status of its request for assistance. If an urgent request for
assistance cannot be fulfilled in time, the GS , in conjunction with their deployed IMAT
counterparts, develop workaround plans to support the requestor's requirements.
Routinely, unofficial potential requests for Federal assistance are discussed. While these
discussions are extremely important, unofficial "heads up" or "be prepared for" communications
can create problems and generate unnecessary confusion. FEMA only acts upon official
requests. It is important to articulate the difference between initial scoping discussions to
identify potential courses of action (COAs) and official requests for assistance. An official
request as outlined previously is the properly signed RRF in WebEOC; if the State, teITitory or
tribal government does not use WebEOC, then the printed version of the form signed by the SCO
or GAR is acceptable.

Pre-Positioning Assets
FEMA' s deliberate planning and plans streamlines the development of requests for Federal
assistance through pre-planned surge resource request deployment schedules such as the Time
Phased Force Deployment Listings (TPFDL). Please see Appendix 4 for an example. These
resource deployment schedules provide information about Region-specific resources that
operators consider for deployment. Some Regions also develop pre-scripted RRFs or PreScripted Mission Assignments (PSMAs) as a tool to support the execution of the deliberate
plans. These tools help expedite the process of delivering Federal resources. By establishing
COAs in advance of an incident, FEMA can reduce the time needed to fulfill a request for
assistance. While PSMAs expedite the MA process by reducing the amount of input and research
to complete an MA, all disaster-specific information (e.g., quantity of resources, timing, and
location) must still be inserted.

Regional RSS RR&FP Procedures
The RR&FP contains the following steps:
■

Step 1 - Create a Request

■

Step 2 - Review a Request
Step 3 - Source the Request
Step 4 - Approve the Request
Step 5 - Fund and Order Approved Resource
Step 6 - Deliver Resource - "Order Complete" Notification Provided and Transportation is
Coordinated

■
■

■
■
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Step 1 - Create a Request
Requests for assistance may be made in anticipation of or response to an incident. The FEMA
declaration may inform which requests are eligible for Federal assistance and fulfillment.

Requestor Responsibilities
Requestors should attempt to exhaust all possible support avenues prior to requesting assistance
from FEMA. Potential avenues include the following: use of local or interstate mutual aid
resources, private sector resources, voluntary agencies, and donations. It is only when these
avenues have been exhausted or cannot address the needs of an incident that a requestor should
make a request for Federal assistance.
Requests for resources can come from multiple requestors, including, States, territories, tribal
governments, OFAs, FEMA staff (e.g., IMAT), and private sector entities, provided the request
follows the appropriate request process and necessary approvals are obtained. Requests from
local government entities (e.g., cities and counties) must be routed through the appropriate chain
of command first (e.g. State EOC). If a resource shortfall remains, coordinate with the requestor
to determine the ideal method of resource fulfillment, which may require the provision of
Federal assets.

Creating an RRF
All requests for Federal assistance are
documented on an RRF (FEMA Form
010-0-7). The requestor (FEMA or nonFEMA) describes a prioritized problem
needing resolution and identifies key
coordination contacts. (See Appendix 3 RRF.)
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requestors to complete the forms necessary to obtain needed resources.

Submitting an RRF
Once a requestor completes an RRF, it is then submitted to the RCB and the RCBD or the
appropriate GS, who review the request for eligibility, accuracy and take the appropriate action.
For example, the Emergency Services GS routes a request for Search and Rescue to ESF #9. The
RCBD should also coordinate with the appropriate ESF if the resource request falls outside the
scope of FEMA's authority. While this Guide states the preferred method of submission is
through FEMA's WebEOC system, submission methods may sometimes include:
■

Hard copy

■

Email

■

Fax

■

Phone
Radio transmission of verbal requests

■

At the beginning of an incident, it is important for the RRF submission method to be clearly
identified by the requestor and FEMA to ensure requests are received, tracked, and completed in
a timely manner. If a request is submitted outside of the WebEOC system, the RCBD or their
designee is responsible for ensuring all requirements are correctly entered in the Resource
Request Tracker Board in WebEOC, so all RSS elements have visibility of the requirements.
Any request for DFA must follow the local to State to Federal "chain of submission" to ensure
the SAO or GAR approves the request and acknowledges acceptance of the applicable cost
share.

Verbal Requests for Federal Assistance
There are extremely rare cases in which verbal requests for assistance are necessary. Verbal
requests and direction to act are reserved for issues of the most urgent nature where immediate
action is imperative or for when communication issues prevent use of normal submission
methods. It is recommended that, at a minimum, a verbal request be submitted via email as soon
as possible.
Verbal "requests" for Federal assistance are converted to a written RRF as soon as practicable
and submitted to FEMA for entry into WebEOC by the RCBD, who may delegate this to the
Mission Assignment Specialist (MASP). The RRF reflects the actual requestor' s information in
Section I: "Requesting Assistance," noting that the request originated as a verbal and who
documented it in Section V. "Action Taken." Once the verbal request is documented, the RRF
signature approval process is still required. Any supporting documentation (e.g., email, notes,
and memos) is attached to the actual RRF request for historical purposes.

Step 2 - Review a Request
Prior to the arrival of a FCO, RRFs are prioritized for action based on the priority assigned by
the State, territory or tribal government and the incident priorities as outlined by the RA. Upon
16
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mTiving to the State, territory or tribal government, the FCO and the SCO coordinate the incident
priorities as part of the UCG.
When deployed to an EOC prior to the arrival of an IMAT, a top priority of the
Statefferritorial/Tribal LNO is to inform the governing jurisdiction about available Federal
assistance, obtain awm·eness of potential requests for Federal assistance, and provide that
information to the RRCC. If there has been a disaster declaration that includes DFA, the
Statefferritorial/Tribal LNO facilitate the RRF process by maintaining awareness of requests for
Federal assistance, assisting with completing RRFs as necessary, reviewing RRFs for
completeness, forwm·ding RRFs to the RRCC for processing, and providing the requestor with
RRF status updates utilizing FEMA's WebEOC. The State/Territorialffribal LNO does not have
the authority to approve RRFs or commit the Federal government to any actions. Immediately
upon receipt, FEMA reviews RRFs and execute the RR&FP. This process may involve
numerous individuals, agencies, and teams at multiple locations.

Initial Actions upon Receipt of RRF
Pending IMAT arrival and upon receipt of an RRF to the RCB, the RCBD or designee in the
RRCC verifies that RRF Sections I and II, "Requested Assistance," are complete and the
appropriate signatures are in place. The RCB does not question the request for validity nor does
anyone in the RRCS change the request. The requestor may identify the priority of the request on
the RRF, and the RCBD adjudicates the prioritization of the request to ensure the requestors'
priorities align with the RA's. If the request is lacking critical details, which could impede timely
processing, RCB personnel contact the requesting entity for further information. If the IMAT is
operational and processing RRFs, it should still continue to forward the request to the RCBD for
processing while obtaining any needed information. Once an IMAT is deployed and operational,
the RRFs are sent to the RRCC if the IMAT does not have the necessary resources for
fulfillment. If a deployed IMAT requires RRCC support and has specifications for fulfillment,
enter a note into WebEOC, and/or the RRF comment field, or otherwise communicate the
information to the RRCC.
Once the "who, what, when, where, why, and how" of the request is identified , the RCBD or
designee confirms the RRF is in WebEOC. If not, the RCBD or GS enters it into the system. If
the request has a cost share requirement, it must be validated and signed by the State, territory or
tribal government in coordination with the RRCC. If the request does not have a cost share (e.g.,
FOS), validation by the State/tribe or te1Titory is not required. If a lifesaving request is received ,
this request goes immediately to the RCBD for action. Simultaneously, the RCBD or designee
inputs details of the RRF into WebEOC.

Tracking Requests for Federal Assistance - Updating the Request Status
RRFs are tracked from receipt through fulfillment of the request. The Branch Director (BD) or
GS overseeing the OFA assignment is responsible for providing status and disposition updates in
WebEOC.

Providing Request Status Updates
Prior to the arrival of an IMAT, the Statefferritorialffribal LNO provides the requestor with an
update regarding the status of a request. This individual also coordinates with the impacted State,
te1Titory or tribal government to determine the best mechanism and timing to provide resource
17
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request status updates. FEMA informs the requestors of their request's status; determination of
who makes the notification is discussed with the State, teITitory, or tribe. Often times the State,
territorial, or tribal government update their CMS, which updates the local requestors.

Delegations of Authority
Standing Regional and Incident Specific Delegations of Authority identify positions and
individuals with the authority to review eligibility of the request. These pre-incident delegations
of authority are granted by the FEMA RA once an emergency or major disaster is declared and
Disaster Recovery Manager (DRM) Authority is delegated by the FCO. These delegations may
be based upon request complexities and projected dollar thresholds required for implementation.
Pending IMAT arrival, the RSSC can delegate his or her authority to review and approve RRFs.
If the RSSC delegates this authority, it should be communicated in writing. Many times the
delegated individual is the RCBD, with the IMAT assuming this function once operational.

Eligibility Criterion for DFA
The RCBD or designee completes an eligibility review of the request using the Public Assistance
(PA) Program or Category A (Debris Removal) & B (Emergency Protective Services) eligibility
rules. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act) is the
underlying document that authorizes the program. Regulations published in Title 44 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (44 CFR) Part 206 implement the statute. These authorities govern the
eligibility criteria through which FEMA provides assistance.
In general, to make an eligibility determination, the RCBD or IMAT must consider:
■

Is the requestor eligible?
•

■

Is the work beyond the State/teITitorial/tribal government's capabilities?
•

■

The request must be received through the appropriate chains (i.e., local to State, State to
Federal).
A State/territorial/tribal Declaration of Emergency is in place and there are clear resource
shortfalls.

Is the work eligible?
•

The work is required as the result of a major disaster event, located within a designated
disaster area, and is the legal responsibility of an eligible applicant. The work must also
be Emergency Work- PA Categories A or B.

The requested action must be eligible under the Stafford Act. If necessary, the RCBD/IMAT may
request Office of Chief Counsel (OCC) support in determining eligibility of a request. This,
however, is not a requirement.
The requested action must be for temporary and not permanent or restorative work, and it is
normally limited to 60 days after the President' s Disaster Declaration. This timeframe relates to
DFA only, and may be extended by the FEMA RA. This extension is documented by the DRM
s ignature on an amendment to the MA extending the period of performance.
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Processing an Ineligible Request
Prior to IMAT deployment, if the request does not meet eligibility requirements (e.g . the request
is a duplicate request), the RCBD or their designee updates WebEOC to reflect a "Rejected"
status designation and records an explanation in the RRF Section "V: Action Taken." If this
determination is made by the RCBD, he/she informs the requestor that the request is ineligible
through the submission channels. The requestor may modify and resubmit his/her request in a
manner to meet eligibility requirements. If the request is resubmitted, the same RRF record in
WebEOC is used to document the entire history of the RRF.

Transferring an Ineligible Request to an OFA with Statutory Authority
Occasionally, fulfillment of a request falls within an OFA's statutory authority and is the
responsibility of the OFA. This determination is typically made at the section chief level or
above, with the OCC if necessary, and in coordination with the OFA. A MA is not issued for
actions within an OFA's statutory authority. The RCBD updates WebEOC and records an
explanation in Section V: "Action Taken" that the request is w ithin an OFA's statutory authority
and was transferred to that agency for action , along w ith the date, time, and person from the OFA
accepting the request. In addition, the requestor is notified that the action falls within an OFA' s
statutory authority. The RRF status is adjusted to "Rejected," as it does not meet eligibility
criteria. T he OFA, not FEMA, is responsible for tracking and reporting all actions taken.

Approving the RRF Eligibility
Once an RRF is deemed eligible for Federal assistance, it is electronically signed in WebEOC by
the RCBD, RSSC, or the !MAT OSC if activated and deployed. If necessary, the RCBD or
his/her designee may sign a paper RRF that is scanned and attached to the RRF record and have
a designee comp lete the electronic signature and routing process on his/her behalf. T his
delegation of authority for sign ing RRFs must be communicated to those directly associated with
FEMA's RR&FP. Next, the RRF WebEOC Status is updated to "Forwarded for Action" and
routed to a BD/GS to determine a fulfillment mechanism.

Step 3 - Source the Request
Sourcing an Eligible Request
FEMA coordinates tasking of OFAs to fulfill eligible RRFs. This requires ongoing
communication between FEMA's JFO, Region, and Headquarters offices as appropriate.
The table below provides a summary of the ESFs, as outlined in the National Response
Framework (NRF), and the OFAs acting as the coordinating department and descriptions of their
capabilities. This table is not an exhaustive list, as capabilities and available resources change on
a daily basis, but it provides a starting point for identifying Federal capabilities to fill a request.
FEMA is a part of this structure and routinely provides or contracts for the provision of response
resources. OFA subject matter experts (SMEs) provide the best info1mation on how they can
support disaster response and recovery operations. Some of the best Federal assistance has been
provided by FEMA and numerous OFAs working together to customize a solution to serve
disaster survivors. For additional information on OFAs and their capabilities, reference Region-specific All-Hazards Plans.

Figure 2: ESFs and Coordinating Department and Activities
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Coordinating
De artment

Activities

•
ESF#l Transportation

Department of
Transportation

•
•
•
•
•

ESF#2 Communications

OHS (National
Communications
System)

•
•
•
•

ESF #3 - Public
Works and
Engineering

ESF#4 Firefighting

ESF#S Information and
Planning
ESF#6 - Mass
Care, Emergency
Assistance,
Temporary Housing,
and Human Services

Department of
Defense/U.S.
Army Corps of
Engineers
(USACE)

USDA/U.S.
Forest Service
and
DHS/FEMA/
U.S. Fire
Administration

DHS/FEMA

DHS/FEMA

February 2016

•
•

•

Transportation modes
management and control
Transportation safety
Stabilization and reestablishment
of transportation infrastructure
Movement restrictions
Damage and impact assessment
Coordination with
telecommunications and
information technology industries
Reestablishment and repair of
telecommunications infrastructure
Protection, reestablishment, and
sustainment of national cyber and
information technology resources
Oversight of communications
within the Federal response
structures
Infrastructure protection and
emergency repair
Critical infrastructure
reestablishment
Engineering services and
construction management
Emergency contracting support
for lifesaving and life-sustaining
services

•

Support Wild-land, rural, and
urban firefighting operations

•
•

Incident action planning
Information collection, analysis,
and dissemination

•
•
•
•

Mass care
Emergency assistance
Disaster housing
Human services
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•
ESF #7 - Logistics

General Services
Administration
and DHS/
FEMA

ESP #8 - Public
Health and Medical
Services

Department of
Health and
Human Services

ESP #9 - Search and
Rescue

DHS/FEMA

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESP #10 - Oil and
Hazardous Materials
Response

EPA
•
•
•

ESF#llAgriculture and
Natural Resources

•
Department of
Agriculture
•
•
•

ESP #12 - Energy

Department of
Energy

•
•

ESP #13 - Public
Safety and Security

Department of
Justice/ Bureau
of Alcohol,
Tobacco,
Firearms, and
Explosives

•
•
•
•

February 2016

Comprehensive, national incident
logistics planning, management,
and sustainment capability
Resource support (e.g., facility
space, office equipment and
supplies, contracting services)
Public health
Medical surge support including
patient movement
Behavioral health services
Mass fatality management
Structural Collapse (Urban)
Search and Rescue
Maritime/CoastaJ/Waterborne
Search and Rescue
Land Search and Rescue
Environmental assessment of the
nature and extent of oil and
hazardous materials
contamination
Environmental decontamination
and clean up
Nutrition assistance
Animal and agricultural health
issues response
Technical expertise, coordination,
and support of animal and
agricultural emergency
management
Meat, poultry, and processed egg
products safety and defense
Natural and cultural resources and
historic properties protection
Energy infrastructure assessment,
repair, and reestablishment
Energy industry utilities
coordination
Energy forecast
Facility and resource security
Security planning and technical
resource assistance
Public safety and security support
Support to access, traffic, and
crowd control
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ESF #14 - LongTerm Community
Recovery

Superseded by
National
Disaster
Recovery
Framework
(NDRF) &
Recovery
Support
Functions
(RSFs)

See NDRF and RSFs for more
information.

•
ESF #15 - External
Affairs

OHS

February 2016

•
•
•
•

Public affairs and the Joint
Information Center
Intergovernmental (local, State,
tribal, and territorial) affairs
Congressional affairs
Private sector outreach
Community relations

If an incident necessitates the transition from response to long-term recovery, the Recovery
Support Functions as outlined in the National Disaster Recovery Framework is the Federal
resource providers.

Identifying the Best Fulfillment Alternative
There are a number of ways to fulfill resource requests and "get the job done." One method is
through the sourcing plan, which identifies the best available source by considering the factors of
capability, capacity, timeliness, and cost. The PSS Current Planning Unit in the RRCC may also
coordinate meetings with the Situational Awareness Section (SAS) and RSS as needed to review
issues and provide guidance on potential COAs. It is in this flexibility that FEMA seeks to find
the most efficient/effective fulfillment alternative. Taking into consideration timing,
circumstance, and cost assists FEMA in providing the best solution to meet the needs of the
disaster survivors. This can be more of an art than a science.
If the best fulfillment alternative is unknown, a BO/GS may assist the RCBD in determining
multiple potential solutions and the most effective COA. The RRF may be fulfilled by FEMA
internal resources, or through external resources such as an OFA, voluntary agency, or private
sector organization. Before purchasing an item, coordination should occur with voluntary
agencies to ensure the resource is not available from the volunteer community.

Often, communication with the actual requestor during the fulfillment process proves critical to
identifying the right resource to resolve the unmet need. Those working to fulfill the request
should coordinate with the requestor. If the RRCC is providing support, this coordination should
include the IMAT and State (LNO) as well.

Fulfilling the Request with FEMA's Inventory
If there is an item in FEMA's inventory that meets the unmet need identified by the RRF, the
resource is ordered via FEMA's internal ordering process using LSCMS.
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Fulfilling a Request External to FEMA by utilizing OFAs
If an OFA is tasked to meet the request, the BD/GS coordinates with the MA Manager to issue
an MA. A Project Manager, potentially the BD/GS, is assigned and has the responsibility for
overseeing the work necessary to complete the request. The FEMA Project Manager develops
the Mission Assignment Task Order (MATO), which spells out the specifics of the assignment;
follows-up to ensure that tasks being performed meet the State's needs, and monitors the costs on
a daily/weekly basis. The Project Manager advises the MA Manager when additional funds need
to be obligated or de-obligated.

When necessary, contracts may also provide support to fulfill the request.

Complex Requests
One RRF may result in multiple resource orders and utilization of FEMA internal and OFA
external resources and ordering processes. While the branch or group managing the fulfillment of
the resource is responsible for updating the RRF statuses, summary statuses associated with the
resource ordering process are updated in WebEOC by those implementing the ordering
mechanism.
If the request cannot be filled as submitted, FEMA does not change the request, but coordinates
with the requestor to fill (as best possible) and track the RRF th.rough request fulfillment. This
may or may not include splitting requests to ensure adequate tracking in WebEOC. For example,
splitting requests among OFAs may occur and/or part of the request may be filled by a MA that
is supplemented by a contract. This coordination and fulfillment is managed by the RCBD.
Critical resource shortfalls are communicated to the RSSC. If there are unmet needs that cannot
be sourced at the RRCC, the RRCS RSS sends a request for support to the NRCS RSS. Once the
request is received, the NRCS RSS works to identify an available source or include its PSS to
help fulfill the unmet need.

Step 4 - Approve the Request
Final Approval by the RCBD /RSSC
When the BD/GS determines the RRF fulfillment resource and mechanism, the completed RRF
is updated to reflect the "Forward for Final Approval" status, and it is routed to the RCBD or
RSSC for final review and approval. This final approval is often a result of complex requests and
can be tied to financial thresholds. If this additional review is unnecessary, the RCBD or RSSC
informs the BD/GS.
To provide final approval to the COA to fulfill an RRF, the RCBD selects the WebEOC
"Approved Sent to Tracker" button to grant final approval and assign the RRF to the next
responsible party. All BD/GSs are responsible for continuing to track RRFs assigned to their
Branch/Group using WebEOC. The RCB should remain proactive about resource tracking to
ensure success during the RSS process.
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Step 5 - Fund and Order Approved Resource
Within the RSS , the OPG conducts the majority of the regional level resource ordering tasks.
Once the RCB completes its analysis of available sources of supply and provides its sourcing
recommendation(s) to the OPG, the OPG orders the required resources or services according to
established procedure and processes. Once the Order Processing Manager in the OPG executes
an order, he/she then provides the RCB with the order tracking information.
All paperwork processing should be completed in the OPG to ensure duplication of this effort is
minimized. All orders must be coordinated with the Comptroller.

FEMA Project Managers must complete a variety of funding projections to ensure funds are
available at the time of need. Early in an incident, FEMA operates under a "j ust in time" funding
approach. As soon as FEMA Project Managers are aware of an upcoming expenditure, they
should notify their Comptroller so funding requests can be made. Thirty days post-major disaster
declarations, Disaster Projection Reports (DPRs) are due to Congress and the Office of
Management and Budget (0MB). These DPRs forecast the level of Federal spending anticipated
for the declaration. Spending plan reports are used and tied back to the DPR. The RRCC OPG
and the IMAT Finance and Administration Section can assist with development of projections
for these reports.

FEMA Resource Ordering Systems
FEMA uses the following resource ordering systems to obtain and provide resources. The status
of the RRF fulfillment is documented in summary form and tracked in WebEOC.

FEMA De loyment Tracking S
Electronic Coordination and Approvals
Processin S stem (eCAPS)
Integrated Financial Management System
(IFMIS)
Logistics Supply Chain Management
System (LSCMS)
Protrac
Network Inventory and Optimization
Solution (NIOS)
Individuall y held/various SharePoints

Create and approve FF 146--0--2 (formerly 40-l s) and MAs
Obligate funding
A suite of programs used to order, deploy,
trans ort, and track res onse commodities
Order telecommunications services and
information technology items from FEMA' s
network inventor
Store interagency a reements (IAAs)

Contracting
FEMA contracts for a number of response resources and commodities using local purchases and
the GSA Schedule.
Mission Assignment (MA) Issuance
Once the decision is made to task an OFA to fulfill an RRF, an MA is needed to direct and fund
that action. An MA is a "work order" that FEMA issues to an OFA directing the other agency to
complete a specified task and set forth funding, other managerial controls, and guidance.
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Reference the FEMA Mission Assignment Guide (Operational Draft), for additional information
on MA issuance, verbal MAs, the development of Statements or Scopes of Work, and MATOs,

National Assets
A national asset is a resource controlled or held at the national level that is necessary to fulfill an
RRF from FEMA Headquarters. LSCMS or non-LSCMS methods provide the resources. FEMA
team members make the determination and take action. For LSCMS requests- items in FEMA's
inventory- the ordering mechanism is an LSCMS Headquarters to Region support customer
order. The RRF is provided to the NRCC via WebEOC from the requesting entity with a follow-up coordination call to the NRCC RCBD.
Step 6 - Deliver Resource - "Order Complete" Notification Provided and
Transportation is Coordinated
Tracking through fulfillment needs to be documented and assigned to someone within RSS:
either the GS, REST, or the RCBD. All requests must identify if transportation is required or if it
will be provided by another source. Transportation of resources may be included in the MA as
part of the sourcing strategy.
If transportation is necessary to fulfill a resource request, initially the Movement Coordination

Center (MCC) determines the appropriate method of transportation and coordinate all modes of
transportation including government or commercially provided ground, maritime, or air
transportation. If the transportation requirement is beyond the capability of the RRCC, the
NRCC supports the Region and provides the needed capabilities. LSCMS is used to track this
information, and updates are fed into WebEOC by the appropriate personnel.
Numerous systems (FEMA and non-FEMA) are used in Step 6. WebEOC is designated as
FEMA's Resource Tracking System where summary information from these other systems is fed
to provide a COP. Status designations are updated throughout the fulfillment cycle to update
FEMA leaders and requestors on the status of resource requests.
If partial shipments arrive that do not fulfill the request, the fulfillment entity coordinates with

the requester to communicate if further Federal assistance is required.

Providing Resource Status Updates
The designated GS should closely coordinate with the REST who maintains the status of all
resources ordered by managing the appropriate resource requests and orders database. The REST
may also provide updates on the status of resource requests as instructed by the RCBD or RSSC.
All status updates are tracked in WebEOC to document the most current resource tracking status
on any given RRF. The responsibility for updating resource statuses resides with the person
responsible for directly managing the action. The REST may assist in updating WebEOC, but it
is not expected to contain the most cunent request or resource status information.

In addition, RRFs must be tracked through completion. Completion is NOT to be confused with
"assigned for action." For an RRF to be considered "Complete" the BD/GS must verify with the
requestor that the goods and/or services are received and the unmet need is fulfilled. If multiple
actions result from an RRF, each of those actions must be tracked through completion.
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Further, the resource ordering and resource tracking is documented in the RSP and IMAT
Planning Section Resource Unit. While WebEOC serves as the source of all information, the
REST in the RRCC provides the RRCC Situational Awareness Section (SAS) with all RRF and
Resource Status Reports. The IMAT or JFO MASP provide the same reports to PSS.
As previously emphasized, providing status updates is essential! RR&FP Step 2 emphasizes the
need to provide request status updates, and here the emphasis is on providing resource status
updates as related to a request. The person supporting the State, territory, or tribal government is
responsible (typically the IMAT or State/ferritorial/Tlibal LNO) to inform the requestor of the
status through the request chain of submission.
Resource status updates are added to the requests status that are already being provided by the
MASP to the RRCC/IMAT. These reports have to be manually created as FEMA's WebEOC has
no reporting functionality.
It is in Step 6 of the RR&FP that the RRF actually provides the resource to address the unmet
need of the requestor.
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Resource Demobilization and Request Close-Out
As requests are filled and resources are no longer needed, they may be returned to staging for
replenishment and re-assignment or demobilized from the incident. This is reflected in status
updates on the Resource Tracker Board (RTB) in WebEOC. Perishables or other resources with
limited shelf life may not be demobilized.
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Once the unmet need identified on the RRF is fulfilled, and the resource is accounted for by
FEMA (e.g., in staging or demobilized) and received by the requestor, WebEOC is updated to
reflect the "Complete" status.
For an RRF to be considered "complete," the BD/GS must verify with the requestor that the
goods and/or services requested have been received and the unmet need has been filled. Requests
with a rejected or cancelled status do not require further tracking.
The RCBD ensures the REST coordinates with numerous FEMA staff members to document
these actions. Furthermore, relevant documentation is uploaded to WebEOC for use in the
billing, reimbursement, and close-out activities following the disaster.

External Affairs
Information inquiries from the media regarding requests for Federal assistance and their
fulfillment status are provided by the FCO through External Affairs, as they may have additional
information regarding a request and fulfillment actions.
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Appendix
Alppend"IX 1 : A cronyms

ARF
BD
CMS
COA
COP
DFA

DPR
DRM
DTS
eCAPS
EMA
EMAC
EOC
ESF
FCO
FOS
FRCI
FSA

GAR
GS
IAA

IAP
ICS

IFMIS
IM
IMAT
IMH
IOF

IS
ISB
JFO
LNO
LSCMS
MA
MACS
MASP

MATO
MCC
4

Action Request Form4
Branch Director
Crisis Management System
Courses of Action
Common Operating Picture
Direct Federal Assistance
Disaster Projection Reports
Disaster Recovery Manager
Deployment Tracking System
Electronic Coordination and Approvals Processing System
Emergency Management Agency
Emergency Management Assistance Compact
Emergency Operations Center
Emergency Support Function
Federal Coordinating Officer
Federal Operations Support
Federal Response Capability Inventory
Federal Staging Area
Governors Authorized Representative
Group Supervisor
Interagency Agreements
Incident Action Plan
Incident Command System
Integrated Financial Management System
Incident Management
Incident Management Assistance Team
Incident Management Handbook
Initial Operating Facility
Incident Support
Incident Support Base
Joint Field Office
Liaison Officer
Logistics Supply Chain Management System
Mission Assignment
Multiagency Coordination System
Mission Assignment Specialist
Mission Assignment Task Order
Movement Coordination Center

The ARF form has since been replaced by the RRF
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MERS
MOC
NDRF
NGO
NIOS
NISM
NRCC
NRCS
NRF
NSSE

ace

OFA
0MB
OPG

osc
OSG
PA
PSMA
PSS
RA
RCB
RCBD
REST
RISM
RR&FP
RRCC
RRCS
RRF
RSF
RSP
RSS
RTB
RWC
SAO
SAS

sea

SitRep
SME
SOP
TPFDL
UAC
UCG

ucs
USACE

Mobile Emergency Response System
MERS Operations Center
National Disaster Recovery Framework
Non-governmental Organization
Network Inventory and Optimization Solution
National Incident Support Manual
National Response Coordination Center
National Response Coordination Staff
National Response Framework
National Special Security Events
Office of Chief Counsel
Other Federal Agency
Office of Management and Budget
Order Processing Group
Operations Section Chief
Operations Support Group
Public Assistance
Pre-Scripted Mission Assignments
Planning Support Section
Regional Administrator
Resource Capability Branch
Resource Capability Branch Director
Resource Tracker
Regional Incident Support Manual
Resource Request and Fulfillment Process
Regional Response Coordination Center
Regional Response Coordination Staff
Resource Request Form
Recovery Support Functions
Regional Support Plan
Resource Support Section
Resource Tracker Board
Regional Watch Center
State Authorizing Official
Situational Awareness Section
State Coordinating Officer
Situation Report
Subject Matter Expert
Standard Operating Procedure
Time Phased Force Deployment Listings
Unaccompanied Children
Unified Coordination Group
Unified Command System
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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Appendix 2: Request for Federal Support (Non-Stafford Act)

Request for Feder al Support
(Non-Stafford Act)

·-·

Resource Request #

.

..

...

,

•

Kequesting Agency

II Date Received

:,upporting Agency

I Ynone

Contact Name

t:mau
Street Address

St reet Address

I:,,am I

I Ynone

Contact Name
t:ma11

\..ICY

•

1 r:.1

lnicident Name

I

1..1,y

L IP

'

noJectea :,tart uate:

I

:,ca,e

LIP

;,1,u,

YroJectea tna uate:

..

1H1er oescr1pt10n or requesceo support 1,no Dltsts ror oetermming cost:

'"
\

New Request

( ' Amendment to Resource Request #
(Auach additional sheet for contlnuac/on of explanation, if necessary.)
ESF (If applicable)

',!Uanmy

I

ue11very Locac1on

1 - 1o,a1 ts,1ma1ea
Cost

c ite aumomy ror request 11 not Economy Act:

I

Related TasK
Force

Determ1nat1on and Finding (If Economy Act)

......
Agency LOcatlon 1..ooe

Appropriation 1..ooe

-- runds 1..1tat on

Available Funding : (' Yes
I No
If no, propose solution (excluding supplemental)
ru nus ... eru11cauon ,-pprova,

Kequest,ng Agency nogram Approva,
Signature

Signature

Date

Date

nov10e oescript1on or programcs1 Sl{lnmcant,y 1mpae<eo oy ,m,,cpateo mterna, rea11oca<1on, propose,,-eprogrammmg, etc., ano
i,ssociated performance impact• based on executing/funding task

'0 t

Approved tor Requesting Agency:
urganizat1on

s ignat ure

~nnt Na men 1t1e

Dale

I

Approved Tor supportin g Ag ency:
urgan1zat1on

:,1gnature

Date

~nnt Name/I 1t1e

..

Addd,onal lnfcrmat,on:

1
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Conditions of Agreement

1. Financing:

The charges for services shall include both direct and indirect costs applicable to the agreement. Advance payments, if authorized,
are made on an estimated cost basis. If the estimated advance is different from the actual costs, proper adjustment (refund or
additional billing) on the basis of t he actual costs incurred shall be made upon completion of the work. (The frequency of billing,
such as monthly, quarterly, etc., must be stated in the narrative portion of the form.)
2. Other Provisions:
a) All assisted acquisitions enter into by either party to this agreement shall be executed in accordance with the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR), 48 CFR Subpart 17.5, and in compliance with the Economy Act or other statutory authority identified
in Section V of t his agreement.
b) Administration: The [Requesting/Supporting] agency shall administer t he [contract/order] including monitoring progress and
providing updates as necessary and providing notification when a task is completed or requires additional time to complete.
c) Records: The parties to this agreement shall use generally accepted Fede ral financial principles, policies, regulations, and
management controls to ensure proper accountability of their respective funds and maintain sufficient documentation to support
requests for reimbursement and ensure adequate audit in accordance with FAR 17. 502-l(b)(l)(ii).
d) Reimbursement: The Supporting agency shall submit timely requests for reimbursement, if applicable. In submitting a request
for reimbursement, the Supporting agency certifies that the costs claimed are eligible, reasonable and supported by proper
documentation.
e) Disputes: Should disputes arise as to the interpretation of the provisions of this IAA that cannot be resolved between the
representatives identified in this agreement; t he dispute(s) will be documented in writing by each agency and raised to the next
management level in accordance with each agency's procedures for final resolution.

*Cost Breakdown
Task Force

Resource Request#

Description

Quantity

Cost

Tota l
Estimated Cost

For budget related costs identified on taskers, ensure estimates are broken out/tied back to the four task force areas (1.CBP Holding
Facility; 2. Transportation; 3.Shelter, Facilities and Services; 4.Child Release)

*" The tasked agency may be different from the funding agency
Note: Funding entities are responsible for timely reporting to the NRCC on any cost estimate revisions, complete tasks, and
requirements for reporting actuals when requested

2
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Appendix 3: Resource Request Form (RRF)
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

O.M.B. No, 1660-0002

Federal Emergency Management Agency
RESOURCE REQUEST FORM (RRF)

Expires May 31, 2017

PAPERWORK BURDEN DISCLOSURE NOTICE

Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 20 minutes per response. The burden estimate includes the time for reviewing instructions.
searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the needed data, and connpleting and submitting this form. This collection of information is required lo
obtain or retain benefits. You are not required to respond to this collection of information unless ii displays a valid 0MB control number. Send connments
regarding the accuracy of the burden estimate and any suggeslions for reducing this burden to: Information Colleclions Managemenl, Department of Honneland
Security, Federal Emergency Management Agency, 500 C Street, SW. Washington. DC 20472-3100. Paperwork Reduction Project (1660-0047) . NOTE: Do
not send your completed form to this address .
I. REQUESTING ASSISTANCE (To be completed by Requestor}

1. Requesto(s Name (Please print)

2. Title

4. Requesto( s Organization

5. Fax No.

3. Phone No.
_ LE-Mail Address

--

II. REQUESTING ASSISTANCE (To be completed by Requester}

1. Description of Requested Assistance:

-2. Quantity

r

r
r

rity

Lifesaving

1

1

Life Sustaining

Normal

4. Date and Time Needed

High

6. Site Point of Contact (POC)

5. Delivery Site Location

7. 2 4 Hour Phone No.

9. State Approving Official Signature

18. Fax No.
110. Date and Time

Ill. SOURCING THE REQUEST - REVIEW/COORDINATION (Operations Section On ly)
2.

1.

r
r

r

r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

OPS Review by:
LOG Review by:
Other Coordination:
Other Coordination:
Other C oordination_·__

4 . Immed iate Action Required

i

Yes

i

3.

Source:

Assig ned to:

--

Donations
Other (Expla in)

ESF/OFA:

Requisitions
Procurement
lnteragency Agreement
Mission Assignment

RSF/OFA:
Other:

---

Date/Time:

No

IV. STATEMENT OF WORK (Operations Section Only)

1. OFA Action Officer

-4. FEMA Project Manager

2 . 24 Hour Phone#

3. Fax#

5 . 24 Hour Phone#

6. Fax#

-7. Statement of Work

I

·-

See Attached

19. Estimated Cost

8. Estimated Completion Date
V. ACTION TAKEN (Operations Section Only}

r

Accepted

r

Rejected

J

Requester Notified

Reason / Disposition

FEMA FORM 0 10-0-7

PREVIOUSLY FF 90-136

Page 1 of 2
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RESOURCE REQUEST FORM (RRF)
TRACKING INFORMATION (FEMA Use Only)
ECAPS/NEMIS Task ID:

Resource Request#

Program Code/Event#

Received by (Name and Organization)

State

Date/Time Received

,
'

Orig inated
asverbal

INSTRUCTIONS
Items on the Resource Request form that are not specifically listed are self-explanatory. Indicate "see attached" in any field for which additional
space or more information is required.
I. Vvho is requesting assistance?

Completed by requestor.

II. Vvhat needs to be done? Completed by requestor.
~ riptioo of Requested Assistance· Detai l of resource shortfalls, statement o f deliverable, or simply state problem/need.
~

The requesto~s priority, which may d iffer from the priority in BOX Ill.

poc·

Site
required.

The person at the delivery site coordinating reception and utilization of the requested resources. 24-hour contact information

If for Direct federal Assistance (DEA)

state Approving Official· Signature certifies that:

(1) State and local governments cannot perform, nor contract for the performance of the requested work;
(2) Work is required as a result of the event, not a pre-existing oondition; and
(3) The State is providing the required assurances found in 44 CFR, Section 206.208.
Ill. Action Review/Coordination (OPS Section Use Only): Completed by the Operations Section Chief or Resource Capability Branch Director.

A=~m Operations Section Chief or Resource Capabil~y Branch Director accepts or rejects the request; provide reason if rejection.

If
request accepted, coordinates with others, i.e., Branch Directors or Group Supervisors, begins to determine best means of fu~illing request A ll
involved in coordination should check appropriate box and initial or print their name.

~wtd..!o;, Operations Section Chief o r Resource Capability Branch D irector assigns tasks origination, may indicate the OFA Action Officer.
Operations Section Ch ief may a lso indicate the Action Officer if known, or tasked organization may make this assignment. This may be
Emergency Support Function, internal FEMA Organization (i.e.; Logistics), or other organization.
patemroe Assigned· Operations Section Chief or Resource Capability Branch Director provides date and time of when sourcing should beg in.
IV. Statement of Work (OPS Section Use Only): Completed by the Operations Section Chief or Resource Capability Branch Director.
OFA Action Officer Ops Section Chief obtains from OFA if request fulfilled by a MA; 24-hr phone/fax required. Information used in eCAPS.
EEMA..EJpj~agllL. Provided by Operations Section Chief; a Region PFT; 24-hr phone/fax required. Information used in eCAPS.
Statement of Work· Description of tasks to be performed. Could be to assess a problem and report back, or could be to proceed with a specific
action. If 40- 1 or MA, this goes in "justification" tab in eCAPS.
V. Action Taken (OPS Section Use Only) : Completed by Operations Section Chief, Resource Capability Branch D irector, MA Unit o r Logistics.
Resource Request Results: Ops Section C hief, Resource Support Section Chief, MA Unit, or LOG should note what type of document the
action resulted in by "checking" the appropriate box i.e., Mutual Aid, Donations, Requisition, Procurement, IA, MA, Other. If "Other" is selected
write in a ppropriate response or state "see below· and g ive detail description in "Disposition" field. "Disposition" field should note steps taken to
complete the Action, and per.sonnet, sub-tasked agencies, oontracts and other resources utilized.
TRACKING INFORMATION . Completed by Action Tracker. Required for all requests.

FEMA FORM 010-0-7

PREVIOUSLY FF 90- 136

Page 2 of 2
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Appendix 4: Time Phased Force Deployment Listings (TPFDL) Sample

I Annex D, Appendix 4, R1 IND TPFDL

September 15, 2014

Appendix 4 to Annex D - Logistics: Region I
I mprovised Nuclear Device Time Phased Force
Deployment List
D.4. 1 Situation
The Region I Improvised Nuclear Device Ti.me Phased Force Deployment List (Rl IND TPFDL)

provides a comprehensive plan for the sequentially pre-staging national resources, including
commodities and teams, required to respond to an IND detonation in Boston. While it must be
adjusted to the actual circumstances, e.g. actual availability of Ports of Debarkation, Staging
Areas, and a\"ailable resources, it is meant to be executed automatically following a detonation
and before a Common Operational Picture has been created.

The goal of the RI IND TPFDL is provide the IMAT and other Incident Management elements
\\rith the resources required for response including a clear forecast of what resources will be
available and when they will be available for response assignment The RI IND TPFDL deploys
resources to staging~the IMAT assigns those resources to respo11Se. As a common operational
picture is attained, operational coordination is achieved, and as the incident is stabilized, follO\von resources will be ordered as dictated by Incident Action Planning. Since in an IND, the
National R esponse Coordination Staff (NRCS), or other Regional Response Coordination Staff
(RRCS) will assume Incident Support responsibilities, it is the operational decision of the
Unified Coordination Group (UCG) as to whether to assume control of Federal Staging Are.as
(FSAs) managed by the UCG or to consider them Incident Support Bases (ISBs) managed by the

NRCS.
While the Rl IND TPFDL should be executed automatically, its execution requires standard
resource requisitioning procedures including issuing of Mission Assignments, activating
contracts, and dispatching and deploying FEMA controlled commodities or teams.

To ensure that the RI IND TPFDL is fully synchronized with Incident Support activities, key RI
IND TPFDL items are also included in Appendeix X-03 - Execution Checklist. The Capabilities
Inventory of the Region I AU Hazards Plan provides information on weight, cube, footprint, and
personnel for many of the Rl IND TPFDL items and should be considered in the implementation
of this document.

D.4.2 Total Initial Resource Requirements
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Appendix 5: Submitting a Resource Request Form (RRF) Requestor's Job Aid (Region
1 Sample)
The quality of content in an RRF directly impacts FEMA's ability to respond to and fulfill
the identified unmet need in a timely manner. The purpose of this job aid is to assist the
requestor in making complete requests to expedite federal assistance.
The RRF (FEMA Form 0 10-0-7) is used to document all requests for FEMA assistance. (This
includes support that the FEMA IMAT may request of a Region or FEMA HQ.) It may be
found on Https://www.fema.gov by searching the form number.

The following instructions are arranged in the same numerical format as the RRF and
should be used as a guide for filling out the form.
SECTION I: REQUESTING ASSISTANCE (To be completed by Requestor)
1. - 6. Who is requesting assistance? A person's name should be provided. (Not
the name of a county/parish or agency.) This person's title and organization
should be included in the appropriate boxes. It is imperative the contact numbers
listed are accurate, and backup contact information is provided if available. If
questions arise about the request, the requestor should be the individual best suited
to answer them. Anyone can request anything as long as the request is routed
through the appropriate approval channels, namely: Local, State, and Federal.
SECTION II: REQUESTED ASSISTANCE (To be completed by Requestor)
1. What is being requested?
Focus on the problem that needs resolution rather than a specific asset
m: team believed to be the solution.
W hat are th e functions of the requested items/services? Are there any special or
specific requirements or skills required to meet the need? If the request is for a
service, how many people are being serviced? How long is it needed? Is
maintenance or refueling required fo r the service? If the request is for an item, is
there a specific type required (i.e. a specific size, brand required for
compatibility). Is the request associated w ith hazardous materials or other
hazards? For generators, identify the function/purpose of the facility requiring
power, the facility name, address or nearby landmark, site accessibility, previous
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) assessments (if known),
generator size and voltage, existence of functioning backup generator(s) and their
output(s). Attach additional detail if needed.
2. If appropriate, identify how much or how many? For example,__people
need water for _ days in__location. With respect to transportation,
identify the number of persons needing to be transported. These figures can
be converted to the correct number of buses, etc. depending on the type of
36

transportation chosen.

3. What is the priority? Requests are worked and tracked according to priority.
If they are all the same priority, they work in the order received. Priorities
include: Life Saving, Life Sustaining, High, and Normal and are set by the
requestor.
4. When does the request need to be filled? Is the request critical? Does it
support a lifesaving need? Include the date and time the resource or service
is required. (ASAP does not answer the question; put down the date and
time needed.)
5. Where is the request for assistance needed? A physical street address is
required and/or nearby landmarks if a street address is unavailable. P.O. Boxes
are not acceptable. Multiple locations should be cited, and attached, if
applicable.
6. - 8. Who is the Site Point of Contact? One or more onsite points of contact
with 24-hour availability (and working phone numbers) should be designated
for each location the State is requesting delivery of assistance.
9. Is the request signed? A State Approving Official (SAO) Signature is
required on all requests to provide Direct Federal Assistance (DFA) to a state
before FEMA Operations process the request. FEMA maintains
documentation of those with delegated signature authority. This signature
turns the RRF into an official state request in which a cost share may be
applicable for the assistance provided. Requests submitted to FEMA from
OFAs for Federal Operations Support (FOS) do not require a signature in this
block.
10. What is the date? Provide the date and time assistance was requested.
Unless a tribe has received its own disaster declaration, ALL requests for Direct Federal
Assistance (DFA) must come to FEMA through the state.

Prioritized Mechanisms for Requesting Federal Assistance;
1. Enter RRFs directly into FEMA's WebEOC System
(https://femacms.webeoc.us/eoc7/)
**Access may be granted to Non-FEMA Requestors**
2. Provide RRFs to FEMA State/Territorial/Tribal LNO or IMAT (hard copy or
via email)
3. Provide RRFs to FEMA Region 1 RRCC
• Email: R01 -RRCC-REST@fema.dhs.gov
• E-Fax: 540-504-2688
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•
•

Fax: 978-461-5634
Hard copy

State's Tracking of RRFs Submitted to FEMA
States utilize different systems to track and submit requests (e.g. WebEOC or Disaster LAN). It
is important that a unique State number be associated with each request to ensure efficient
coordination when identifying and meeting the request. This state tracking number is either
generated from the state's request system or manually assigned by the state. This State number
is cross referenced with a FEMA assigned tracking number upon receipt of the request in the
tracking information section of the RRF. This numbering cross reference improves efficiency
and effectiveness in communicating request statuses and associated details.
How to Amend or Cancel an RRF
The response environment changes rapidly and may necessitate a change in or cancel the need
for requested assistance. If this occurs, a requester may modify requests in coordination with
the FEMA State/Territorial/Tribal LNO or the FEMA Operations Section. If this is a request
for Direct Federal Assistance, any changes are discussed with the state prior to
implementation. Documentation and comments are placed in WebEOC, FEMA' s Crisis
Management System, as to who requested the modification, when it was requested, and what
the modification entailed.
How to Obtain a Status Update on an RRF
The most efficient manner to obtain a status update on an RRF is to access Web EOC via:
Https://femacms.webeoc.us/eoc7/. If the requestor does not have access to FEMA Region I
Web EOC, they may get updates from the MASP in the JFO or the REST in the RRCC. This
is a very quick process if the requestor can reference a State assigned tracking number or the
FEMA assigned tracking number.
Please note: submitting multiple requests for the same unmet need or commodity do not
speed up the delivery timeframe. Requests should be made for that which is needed:
nothing more; nothing less.
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Appendix 6: WebEOC Resources
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Appendix 7: RSS Process Flowcharts
National RSS Process Flowchart
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